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Preface
And finally I’ve reached this part of my PhD life – writing the acknowl-
edgments – after four years of living and working in Nijmegen. To me
Nijmegen was always "die stad met de Vierdaagse" and I’m ashamed to say
that five years ago it would have never occurred to me that it also had a
university, let alone having such strong scientific institutes. Nonetheless,
my first memories about the Radboud University and this group were very
fond ones. I was immediately intrigued by the research page of the SSI
website where it stated that a femtosecond laser pulse could control the
magnetization of a material. At that time, I thought a laser could only be
used for three things: melting things, vaporizing things, or play with cats.
When I first came to the university to apply for a position I was warmly
greeted by Marilou. And I was quickly attracted to this group by the open
discussions and lab tour I got from everyone. I want to start off with
thanking Theo and Alexey for offering me this opportunity to do research
in Nijmegen. Theo, I still remember the first day I came to the group for the
application and I got to have a private lunch at the back of the offices with
you, where I could discuss freely about science with you. This was certainly
one of the reasons that convinced me to join your group. Alexey, during
our first talks you could already get me excited in the research projects. You
are always open to talk about the research or other topics, no matter it’s
in your office, at the coffee corner or at conferences. Both you and Theo
taught me many important aspects of academia. And of course I want to
thank Rostislav for always being there when I needed help throughout my
PhD, working together with you was a joy and I learned a lot thanks to you.
Your vast knowledge and deep understanding never stopped to amaze me.
I now would like to mention that I didn’t reach this point by myself
and a successful PhD doesn’t only come from the PhD student and his
supervisors, but it needs the help of a whole team of amazing people to get
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to the finish-line. I’ll then start with the first person I met in the group and
that’s you, Marilou, you were always ready to help each of us whenever we
came running into your office for help. And I should also include a special
thanks to Joyce who took up the tasks in helping us whenever Marilou
was away. During the first half of my PhD I was lucky to still have met
and worked with Tonnie. You always could make anything that fulfills
our scientific needs and seeing how others at the university knew you and
greeted you tells me how a respected man you are. Then in my second
half I had the joy to meet and work with Chris. Not only could you fill
up the shoes that were left (both physically and metaphorically), but you
also brought your own special kind of sauce (not literally) that made it a
joy to work here. On second thought, I think that sauce might have been
coffee. And how could I ever forget you, Sergey? Not only do you make
sure we don’t go around breaking lasers and burning our retina’s, but your
vast knowledge in research, scientific equipment and optics also taught us
a thing or two about being a proper scientist in the lab.
During my first months in the group I was also told there was a group
tradition that happens every afternoon after lunch called "Holy Time". It
was a period where four guys would play table football and it was holy,
because group meetings must be planned around this period. To the players,
thanks for the good time: Valery who shoots the ball like a tank and looked
like one as well, Albert who defended the goal like a real machote, Carl
who initiated the Carl rule (the floor under the table has never been this
clean), and Saliba who was the last true follower of "Holy Time" since after
him the tradition was no more. But a wise man once said, "it is what it is". I
also want to thank Thomas (Huisman) for helping me getting used to the
THz-spectroscopy setup during my first few months. I want to thank my
office mates. Kirill, you and I go back to my first months in the lab where
we already worked together, it was a lot of fun. Alexander, drinking with
you is always a lot of fun and I hope we can do it more. Matteo, I was really
impressed with the simulations you could make. Ruben, I hope you’re
doing well over there in Lancaster. Kihiro, if I needed some company when
working deep into the night then I could always count on you to be there
(applies also to drinking). Kiran, I really enjoyed talking with you, too bad
we never could find any project to do together. Fabio, penso ancora che tu
abbia un bazooka molto impressionante. Many thanks also to my mates
from another office. Anna (Gatilova), the green gamers-chair you’ve got in
the office was really cool. Anna (Pogrebna), you always lighten up the room
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with your happy mood. Irina, your enthusiasm for science and cheerfulness
can light up a room as well. Evgeny, It’s so impressive that you build two
strong THz-setups from scratch, I hope you’re doing well in Germany. Kris,
may the force be with you. Ashim, I hope you’re doing well wherever you
are. Yulong, I wish you and your family all the best. Kshiti, it’s always fun
talking to you and I have fond memories with you and Kiran at the Diwali
festival. Thomas (Blank), het is jammer dat we deze laatste jaar niet kunnen
borrelen, hopelijk verandert dat binnenkort. Thomas (Metzger), I enjoy
a lot working together with you this year, good luck in the coming years.
Giammarco, sei bello, quindi smettila di guardare il tuo riflesso giá. Guido,
come sta Bernie? Come é di nuovo la vita in Italia? I also want to thank
Johan and Andrei for the pleasant conversations at the coffee-corner and
drinks. I also want to thank those who I have collaborated with in various
projects throughout my PhD. Raj, it was a joy working with you and I’m
happy we produced quite a bit of results. Farhan, Yuta, and Luis, it was
great working together with each one of you guys. If there is anyone that I
missed, then I’m very sorry, but please feel free to put your name in here [
] and my compliments to you in here [ ] and if this comes off a bit rude
then you can leave your insults in here [ ].
I would also like to thank my friends from outside Nijmegen. I feel truly
blessed to have met so many great people during my time in Utrecht and
before that, in Alkmaar. Without all of you I would not be where I am today
and I am grateful to all of you. I really want to name each and every one of
you, but fearing that this list will become too long and that I might leave
out someone I will leave it at this. You can leave your insults in here [ ],
but I don’t think my behavior would be very surprising to you. I also want
to thank Raju and the Thakoer family for opening their warm homes since






I could never forget the single most beautiful girl in my life. 李欣悦，
meeting you was the greatest gift this city and university could have given
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This chapter presents a brief introduction to the field of (ultrafast) magnetism and
(THz) spintronics. We discuss some of the concepts that will be used throughout this thesis
as well as the scope of this thesis.
(Note: this chapter only provides a short introduction to the ideas and concepts in
magnetism and spintronics. For a deeper and more detailed discussion it is recommended




In 1983, during one of the episodes of the TV series "Fun to Imagine"
aired by the BBC, the host Richard Feynman was asked to explain why
magnets show this strange extraction or repulsion force when two magnets
are near each others similar or opposite poles, respectively. His answer at
the end boiled down to; "I really can’t do a good job, any job of explaining the
magnetic force in terms of something else that you’re more familiar with, because
I don’t understand it in terms of anything else you’re familiar with" [1]. In a
way this quote shows how rich and unique the field of magnetism is; the
existence of magnets has been known in human civilization for thousands
of years, but its origin and unique attractive and repulsive behavior was not
well understood and was considered as an empirical fact until the discovery
of quantum mechanics during the first half of the 20th century. Now the
use of magnetism can be found in all parts of daily life ranging from huge
electric generators for generating electricity with modern wind turbines to
tiny magnetic bits in hard disk drives on computers and servers for digital
information storage.
In the last decades, the possibility to grow and investigate magnetic
materials down to nanometer and even atomic length scales has given an
enormous boost to the field of magnetism and even led to the development
of a completely new field of spintronics. In the field of spintronics one
studies the exploitation and control of the spin degree of freedom in
electronic structures and devices. This field basically started with the
discovery of the oscillating exchange coupling between two ferromagnetic
thin films, separated by a very thin non-magnetic film [2] and the related
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect by Fert and Grünberg [3, 4]. The
introduction of GMR sensors in hard disk drives (HDDs) allowed the
continuation of their exponentially increasing storage capacity and led
to the Nobel prize in Physics for Fert and Grünberg in 2007. Many other
developments in this field have found practical uses in technology such
as spin-based logic devices like magnetoresistive random access memory
(MRAM). About a decade after the discovery of the GMR effect, an equally
exciting discovery was made by Beaurepaire et al. [5]. They demonstrated
that the excitation with a 60 femtosecond optical laser pulse led to a sub-
picosecond demagnetization of a Ni film. This was groundbreaking because
it was orders of magnitude faster than what was first expected based on
existing thermodynamic theories about magnetism. It basically started the
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development of another new field of ultrafast magnetism. One of the most
exciting subsequent discoveries in this field was the demonstration of all
optical switching (AOS) of the magnetization by a single femtosecond laser
pulse in GdFeCo [6, 7].
1.0.2 Converging technologies
The approaching limits of Moore’s law has led to the investigations of
alternatives "Beyond Moore", including the use of spintronics and photonics.
Integration of photonics and memory technologies is already used in
the so-called HAMR (heat assisted magnetic recording) concept, where
a small laser spot, realized by a plasmonic antenna, is used to locally heat
a magnetic medium for energy-efficient writing of data at high density
[8]. However, apart from the ongoing demand for more and more HDD
storage, the demand for on-chip memories has been increasing due to
the increasing gap between processor and off-chip memory speed. The
use of femtosecond lasers in a hybrid photonic-spintronic approach could
push these technologies into the THz (1012 Hz) frequency range. There are
already some promising achievements in this area, such as THz emitters [9]
and THz control of electric currents [10].
These developments have led to the concept of SPICE (Spintronic-Photonic
Integrated Circuit platform for novel Electronics), an EU Future Emerging
Technology (FET) project that had the vision to realize a memory technology,
based on the integration of electronic, photonic and spintronic components.
A concrete practical proof of principle implementation would be to combine
a photonic network with an MRAM chip, where the soft layer of the
MRAM cells would consist of an optically switchable layer. Writing of such
device would then be optically and the reading would be electronically.
The aim was to achieve at least an order of magnitude improvement in
energy efficiency of this device. In order to achieve this ambitious goal, the
SPICE consortium included experts in MRAM devices, photonics, photonic
architectures, AOS and numerical simulations [11].
This thesis will discuss the recent developments in the integration of
electronic, photonic and spintronic components and ultrafast (THz) mea-
surement techniques and how this will finally lead to a proof of concept of
an integrated photonic-spintronic device based on a combination of AOS
and MRAM.
One of the attractive features of optical techniques is that they cannot only
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Figure 1.1: (left panel) A schematic representation of the spin of individual atoms
in a lattice (represented by the red arrow) forming the macroscopic magnetization
in a solid. (right panel) Magnets with similar poles pointing towards each other
feel a repulsive force while magnets with opposite poles feel an attractive force.
be used to switch magnetization without the use of an electric current or
magnetic field, but also as a contactless probe of currents, voltages, electric
and magnetic fields, and this all with an unprecedented time resolution.
The first part of this thesis will describe the development of THz emission
spectroscopy as an ultrafast contactless ammeter and magnetometer. We
will demonstrate how this can be used in a study on ultrafast laser induced
charge currents in Co/Pt-based multilayers and to study the magnetic
phase transition of FeRh. The final part of the thesis will describe the results
towards the proof of principle of a photonic-spintronic device based on
Tb/Co multilayers integrated in a magnetic tunnel junction structure.
1.1 Magnetism
We start with the first basic understanding of magnets as shown on
the right hand panel of Fig. 1.1. It is empirically clear that an everyday
magnet can be identified as a magnetic dipole having two poles (north and
south) where the opposite poles attract each other while similar poles repel
each other. According to the Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem, the emergence
of magnetization in a solid cannot be explained purely with the classical
understanding of statistical and mechanical physics [12], which makes it a
purely quantum mechanical effect. Nonetheless, in some cases a classical
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Figure 1.2: A simple depiction of an electron orbiting the atomic nucleus. The spin
(s) is depicted as the intrinsic spin of the electron. The orbital angular momentum
l is depicted as the orbital motion of the electron around the atomic nucleus. The
spin of the nucleus is ignored in this picture.
approach can be a sufficient approximation in treating macroscopic mag-
netic effects, while in other cases a semiclassical approach with quantum
mechanical concepts can be sufficient.
Classically, the magnetization in a solid can be considered as consisting
of many infinitesimally small loops of charge currents running in the same
rotational direction. These current loops result in a magnetic dipole moment
m:
|m| = µ0IA, (1.1)
where I is the current and A is the area enclosed by the loop. The relation
between the resulting magnetic field and electric current as well as the
relation with the electric field is then described by the Maxwell equations
[13]. This is however, as mentioned before, an incomplete description of
magnetism and a full quantum mechanical treatment is needed. We will
therefore start with the concept of the spin (s) and the orbital (l) quantum
numbers of an electron. In a simple atomic picture of an electron orbiting
around the nucleus (Fig. 1.2), the spin s, can be considered as the intrinsic
angular momentum of the electron while the orbital, l, can be considered
as the angular momentum of the electron orbiting the nucleus. The total




where µB is the Bohr magneton, ℏ the reduced Planck constant and gs(≈ 2)
and gl(= 1) are the spin and orbital gyromagnetic ratios, respectively.
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Now that the magnetic moment of a single atom is defined, we can
introduce the concept of interaction where we will focus on three types:
the exchange interaction, the spin-orbit interaction, and the Zeeman in-
teraction. The exchange interaction is a result of the Coulomb interaction
and the symmetrization postulate. The symmetrization postulate states
that when the wave functions of two identical particles overlap, then the
total wave function of two identical bosons (particles with integer spin)
must be symmetric under an exchange transformation while the total wave
function of two identical fermions (particles with half-integer spin) must be
antisymmetric. For fermions, e.g. electrons, this results in the manifestation
of the Pauli exclusion principle which states that two identical fermions
cannot occupy the same quantum state. It explains why two electrons with
anti-parallel spins form a singlet state while two electrons with parallel
spins form a triplet state. The exchange energy between two electrons
can then be related to the singlet-triplet splitting, ∆E = 2J . Here J is
the exchange integral which is related to the exchange of the quantum
states between two electrons. For an electron pair with a parallel spin
configuration, J must be positive. For an electron pair with an anti-parallel
spin configuration, J must be negative.
The Heisenberg model is commonly used for understanding the emer-
gence of magnetic order in solids as a result of the exchange interaction.
The model starts by introducing the spin in the Hamiltonian, where two
neighboring spins are coupled by the exchange interaction. This give the





Here Jij is the exchange parameter and Si and Sj are the spin magnetic
moments of the interacting pair. The exchange interaction is the strongest
magnetic interaction and relating the exchange parameter with the ex-
change integral shows that the spins order becomes anti-parallel for Jij < 0
and parallel for Jij > 0. The latter can be interpreted as a typical magnet
shown in the left hand panel of Fig. 1.1).
The spin-orbit interaction is the relativistic interaction between a particle’s
spin (s) with its orbital angular momentum (l). It plays an important role in
determining the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in solids. The Hamiltonian
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of the spin-orbit interaction is
HSO = ζnl(r)s · l. (1.4)
Here ζnl(r) is the spin-orbit coupling constant. The dot product, s · l, shows
that if the orbital angular momentum is locked to the lattice structure then
the spin will tend to orient parallel along this direction as well. This will
then result in the macroscopic manifestation of a magnetic easy axis or
plane, along which the magnetization prefers to be aligned.
The Zeeman interaction is the effect of a magnetic field (H) on the spin




H · (l+ 2s). (1.5)
The Zeeman interaction is responsible for aligning the magnetization of a
solid along the axis of the external magnetic field, if it can overcome the
magnetic anisotropy strength.
The concept of magnetic structure can be understood by considering the
spins on a lattice (see Fig. 1.1(left hand panel)) with the exchange interaction.
Until now we were mainly focussing one type of magnetic structure, called
ferromagnet, where all spins are aligned parallel with respect to each other.
In terms of the Heisenberg model this can be understood as having a Jij > 0
exchange parameter. However, there are many other types of magnetic
structures, but we will only discuss two other types that are relevant in this
thesis (see Fig. 1.3). Opposite to the ferromagnet is the antiferromagnet,
where half of the spins are aligned anti-parallel. In the Heisenberg model
the exchange parameter will be Jij < 0. The spin lattice structure can then
be separated into two sublattices where spins of sublattice A is oriented anti-
parallel to sublattice B (Fig. 1.3(b)). The total magnetization is zero, however
we can still define a antiferromagnetic vector called the Néel vector, L =
SA − SB where SA and SB are the spins of sublattice A and B, respectively.
The third type that we will discuss are paramagnets. In paramagnets, the
interaction is so small compared to the thermal fluctuations that it tends to
destroy the spin alignment, resulting in a zero net magnetization. The spins
will only align parallel along the direction of a strong external external
magnetic field.
The emergence of magnetic anisotropy is not only determined by the
crystal structure and external magnetic field, but is also depend on other
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Figure 1.3: The magnetic structure represented for a ferromagnet, antiferromagnet,
and paramagnet.
factors such as mechanical strain or the shape of the material. In the case of
uniaxial anisotropy, the energy that is needed to rotate the magnetization
away from the easy axis can be written in a power series
Eani = (KS +KC) sin
2(γ) + .... (1.6)
Here, only first order term is shown and KS and KC are the shape anisotropy
and magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants, respectively. The angle be-
tween the magnetization and the easy axis is defined as γ. It shows a
competition between the two anisotropy constants that are opposite in sign.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.4 where in-plane magnetization emerges in the
bulk magnetic film due to the shape anisotropy while out-of-plane magne-
tization can emerge at surfaces and interfaces of magnetic multilayers.
1.1.1 The role of interfaces
There is a lot of interesting physics at interfaces between two materials
[15]. At the interface between a magnetic and nonmagnetic material, effects
as a result of spin-orbit interaction and symmetry breaking can play a huge
role. The combination of both spin-orbit coupling with inversion symmetry
breaking can give rise to various kinds of spintronic phenomena and spin
textures, such as the Rashba and Dresselhaus effects. The Rashba and Dres-
selhaus effect can also be expected as a bulk effect in non-centrosymmetric
materials. However, for materials with a symmetric crystal structure, the
Rashba and Dresselhaus effect is an interface effect. At the interface, the
gradient of the crystal potential will give rise to an electric field, E = −∇V.
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Figure 1.4: (left panel) The in-plane magnetization where the shape anisotropy
dominates. (right panel) The out-of-plane magnetization in multilayers between a
magnetic and nonmagnetic layer of a layer thickness of a nanometer or less where
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy dominates. Adapted from Ref. [14].
An electron moving through the interface will then experience a spin-orbit
field that is coupled to its spin. With an electric field along the ẑ-axis, the




(ẑ× p) · σ. (1.7)
Where αR is the Rashba coupling constant, p is the momentum and σ is the
Pauli spin matrix. When considering a 2D system, such as at the interface
where the ẑ-axis lies out-of-plane of the interface, the linear Dresselhaus




(pxσx − pyσy), (1.8)
where βD is the Dresselhaus coupling constant.
We can see from Eq. (1.7) and Eq. (1.8) that the spin is locked to the
momentum of the electron as a result of the spin-orbit coupling. This gives
rise to the Rasbha spin texture (Fig. 1.5(a)) and the Dresselhaus spin texture
(Fig. 1.5(b)). Both the Rashba and Dresselhaus effect induce a splitting in
the spin energy sub-band (Fig. 1.5(c)) resulting in spin-dependent scattering
[16].
Other interface properties such as lattice strain or interface roughness
or mixing of the chemical compositions at the interface can be controlled
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Figure 1.5: (a) The spin texture at the Fermi surface due to (a) the Rashba effect and
(b) the Dresselhaus effect. (c) An illustration of the splitting of the spin sub-bands
of opposite spins as a function of kx.
during the sample fabrication process or by the design of the heterostructure.
In the case of interface roughness and mixing, this can a significant effect
on the propagation of a spin-polarized current. Strain induced effects can
play a very important role for magnetic systems that are very sensitive to
lattice changes and this change can be very dramatic at the interface if the
lattice mismatch between the two materials is large [17].
1.1.2 Spintronics
Spintronics can be simply considered as spin-based electronics where
both the spin degree of freedom and the charge of the electron are utilized.
The first notion of the influence of spin on the electric conductivity was
proposed by Mott in 1936 [18], but it was the discovery of GMR in 1988
by Albert Fert [3] and independently in 1989 by Peter Grünberg [4] that is
considered by most as the first big leap in modern spintronics.
The giant magnetoresistance effect is the change of electrical resistance
in a multilayer structure consisting of two ferromagnetic layers separated
by a nonmagnetic conductive layer. A significant change in the resistance
was measured when the ferromagnetic layers were re-oriented from an
anti-parallel to a parallel configuration using an external magnetic field. It
is important to note that this is different from the tunnel magnetoresistance
(TMR) effect. The structure for TMR is based on two ferromagnetic layers
separated by a thin insulator layer where the electrons quantum tunnel
from one ferromagnetic layer to the other and where the tunneling current
depends on the relative magnetization direction of the ferromagnetic layers.
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This will be discussed further in Chap. 2.3.
Analog to charge currents in electronics, we can also consider spin
currents in spintronics. The simplest way to imagine spin current is a
flow of electrons, just like charge current. However, the electrons are
now spin-polarized resulting in a net spin orientation and in this case
there is a flow of both charge and spin current. One can also consider a
flow of only spin angular momentum defined as a pure spin current. A
pure spin current has the advantage that it can transfer information with
minimal Joule heating. In addition, you can have pure spin currents in
magnetic insulators, like YIG, since the propagation of charge is suppressed
[19]. However, generating a spin current is not as easy as generating a
charge current and spin angular momentum is not conserved due to spin
relaxation. It is therefore a challenging task for researchers to look for ways
of generating pure spin currents.
One way to generate spin currents is via the spin-Hall effect where charge
currents are converted to spin currents in the presence of strong spin-orbit
coupling. In this thesis we will concentrate on the inverse spin-Hall effect
which relates the conversion of spin current to charge current as
Jc ∝ αsh (Js × σ) [20]. (1.9)
Here Jc is the charge current density , Js is the spin current density, σ is the
spin current polarization, and αSH is the spin-Hall angle which indicates
the spin-charge conversion ratio. Strong inverse spin-Hall effect can be
found in materials with strong spin-orbit coupling such as heavy metals.
Spin-up and spin-down electrons propagating through such a material will
be deflected in opposite directions which means that spin currents will be
converted to a charge current.
The spin galvanic effect is the generation of electrical current from spin
polarization due to the Rashba-like splitting of the spin energy sub-bands
(Fig. 1.5(c)) [21]. The sub-band of one spin state will be more populated with
respect to its opposite spin sub-band. The spin-flip scattering of electrons in
the high populated spin sub-band to the low populated spin sub-band will
result in a charge current at the plane of the interface and perpendicular to
the spin orientation. The spin-to-charge conversion can be expressed as
Jc ∝ α (n× S) . (1.10)
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Here α is the spin-to-charge conversion efficiency, n is the normal vector of
the interface and S is the electron’s averaged spin.
Spin-orbit torque is the effect where an electric current can induce a torque
on the magnetization. In spintronic devices consisting of a ferromagnetic
layer and a heavy metal layer spin-orbit torque can be used to switch the
magnetization direction of the ferromagnetic layer by applying an electric
current across the heavy metal layer. There are various mechanisms that
can result in a torque on the magnetization, e.g. spin-Hall, Rashba, and
Dresselhaus effect, and they all share the spin-orbit coupling as their origin.
The spin-orbit torque can be decomposed in two orthogonal components,
the field-like torque (Tf ) and the spin-transfer-like torque (Tst), respectively.
In the case of an in-plane charge current (J) in a ferromagnetic/heavy metal
heterostructure the field-like torque takes the form:
Tf = M× (n× J), (1.11)
while the spin-transfer-like torque takes the form:
Tst = M × ((n× J)×M). (1.12)
Here M is the magnetization and n is the unit vector normal to the interface
[22]. The inverse spin-orbit torque is the reciprocal effect where the magneti-
zation dynamics will generate an electric current [23]. When considering the
spin galvanic effect as well as the (inverse) spin-orbit torque, it is necessary
to have a strong spin-orbit coupling as well as a broken inversion symmetry.
This shows the importance of interfaces, discussed previously, since the
interface between a magnet and a heavy metal has a strong spin-orbit
coupling and broken inversion symmetry.
1.2 Ultrafast magnetism
In 1996, the discovery of ultrafast quenching of the magnetization by a
60 fs laser pulse opened a whole new field of fundamental and applied
research in magnetism [5]. A femtosecond laser pulse was used to excite a
thin film of nickel and Fig. 1.6(a) shows the first reported sub-picosecond
demagnetization. The observed decrease in the magnetic remanence at a
timescale below 1 ps was unexpected at the time. Thermal demagnetization
was expected to be limited by the spin-lattice relaxation time which was
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of the order of 10-100 ps. The laser-induced demagnetization effect meant
that changes in the magnetization can happen at a timescale faster than
the electron-phonon relaxation timescale of 1 ps. The explanation for the
ultrafast demagnetization was based on a three-temperature model [5].
In this model the electrons, lattice, and spins form separate reservoirs
with their respective effective temperatures. A near-infrared femtosecond
laser pulse deposits energy into the electron reservoir resulting in an
ultrafast rise of the electron temperature due to the small electron heat
capacity. The energy is then transferred to the lattice reservoir via electron-
lattice interaction and then to the spin reservoir via spin-lattice interaction.
Depending on the details of the system, the energy can also directly be
transfered to the spin reservoir via electron-spin interaction, resulting in
a rise in the effective spin temperature. The dynamics of the energy flow
to and from the spin reservoir causes a transfer of angular momentum,
which results in a decrease and recovery of the magnetic remanence. This
discovery opened a new field in magnetism at the ultrashort timescale and
has not only generated many controversies and debates [24–27], but also
many new experimental discoveries, showing the possibility of ultrafast
control of spins in various other magnetic systems with varying theoretical
explanations [28].
Later, a new milestone was reached in terms of potential applications
in technology, which was the observation of AOS in GdFeCo using fem-
tosecond laser pulses [6]. Switching the magnetization direction of a
ferrimagnet using a femtosecond laser was of technological importance,
because it showed that writing magnetic bits using ultrashort laser pulses
was possible. This suggested that optical femtosecond laser pulses could
lead to ultrafast writing speeds in magnetic memory devices. Later it
was shown, using an element and spin sensitive X-ray technique, see
Fig. 1.6(b), that the mechanism behind the AOS was the appearance of
a transient ferromagnetic state due to the difference in the timescales of
demagnetization between the rare-earth Gd and the transition metal Fe and
the antiferromagnetic exchange between these sub-lattices [7, 29–31]. Later,
AOS was observed in other magnetic alloys as well as multilayer systems,
ranging from ferrimagnets to ferromagnets and with optical pulse energies
ranging between a few meV to several eV [31–36].
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Figure 1.6: (a) The laser-induced ultrafast demagnetization of a ferromagnetic
nickel film, adapted from Ref.[5]. (b) Transient ferromagnetic state in GdFeCo that
is present for all-optical switching, adapted from Ref.[7].
1.2.1 THz spintronics
Since the realization of ultrafast magnetism, people quickly thought of the
possibility of pushing the field of spintronics to the ultrafast regime. Before
using femtosecond laser pulses, a spin current was typically generated
via spin pumping using ferromagnetic resonance, which operates up to
GHz frequencies. Femtosecond laser pulses and ultrafast demagnetization
opened the possibility of generating sub-picosecond spin currents, which
allows for the ability to study spintronics at the THz frequency range [37].
Here we will introduce some of the spintronic phenomena in the THz
frequency range. The optically excited demagnetization of metallic mag-
nets can generate hot spin-polarized electrons, which propagate across
the medium. This is a way to create short bursts of hot spin-polarized
electrons which can be described as a superdiffusive spin current at the
sub-picosecond timescale [38, 39]. It is now a good point to ask the question
if the many phenomena in spintronics are also valid in the THz frequency
regime.
The inverse spin-Hall effect was shown to operate at THz frequencies,
using femtosecond laser pulses to excite femtosecond bursts of hot spin-
polarized electrons from the ferromagnetic layer to the heavy metal layer.
This spin current is then converted to a charge current in the heavy metal
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layer, which generates THz emission [40]. The polarization of the THz
emission is determined by the flow of the electric charge current and Eq.
(1.9) shows that this current is perpendicular to the net spin orientation of
the spin current.
Using circular polarized light one can generate interface charge currents
in Co/Pt bilayers [10]. The direction of this charge current depends on the
magnetization of Co and the helicity of the laser pulse. This phenomenon is
attributed to the inverse spin-orbit torque; the circular polarized light exerts
a torque on the magnetization resulting in the tilting of the magnetization
in-plane [10]. In this case, the optically helicity induced magnetization dy-







)− γifeM×BIFE [41]. (1.13)
The first term corresponds to the optical spin transfer torque. Here σ is the
optically induced spin polarization that is responsible for the spin-transfer-
like torque with γostt representing the magnitude of the torque. The second
term corresponds to the torque caused by the inverse Faraday effect. Here
BIFE is the magnetic field induced by the inverse Faraday effect with γife
representing the magnitude of the torque.
One can also consider the inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect for generating
interfacial charge currents at THz frequencies. It was shown that the inverse
Rashba-Edelstein effect can convert spin currents to charge currents at the
interface of two nonmagnetic layers due to the Rashba effect and broken
inversion symmetry [42, 43]. In summary, it appears that the spintronics
phenomena mentioned above, all operate at THz frequencies as well.
1.2.2 Applications in technology
Here we will introduce some of the concepts of spintronic devices that
are already finding uses in todays technology. We start with discussing the
structures for measuring magnetoresistance. A device where the orientation
of the spin current determines the resistance is called a spin valve and
is considered as "open" when both ferromagnetic layers are parallel and
"closed" when otherwise. For the GMR effect this consists of two ferromag-
nets separated by a metallic layer. For the TMR effect this consists of two
ferromagnets separated by an insulating layer (see Fig. 1.7(a)). The latter
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Figure 1.7: (a) Schematic illustration of a MTJ stack. The magnetoresistance is read
by passing a DC current through the stack via the conducting (orange) plates. (b)
The magnetic field hysteresis of a MTJ stack where the free electrode is switched
by an applied magnetic field. The magnetoresistance is low when the magnetic
electrodes are parallel and is high when the magnetic electrodes are anti-parallel,
respectively.
spin valve device is called a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ). Both structures
have a great potential in data storage and memory technology. Since digital
information is expressed in bits of either "1" or "0", a bit can be translated
in either a "low magnetoresistance" (1) and "high magnetoresistance" (0)
in a spin valve device (see Fig. 1.7(b)). However, in order to practically
apply this concept, one ferromagnetic layer (free electrode) must be able
to freely reorient its magnetization while the magnetization of the other
ferromagnetic layer (reference electrode) must stay fixed. This can be
done by pinning the magnetization of the reference electrode with an
antiferromagnetic layer via interfacial exchange coupling [44].
The potential advantages of implementing the all-optical switching effect
in future memory technology is the significant speed and energy efficiency
it can bring to data storage [45, 46]. Moreover, it invites the possible integra-
tion with other unconventional ideas such as photonic integrated circuits
and superconducting computing as a new way forward in computing
technology. However, there are also many hurdles to overcome and one
such hurdle is increasing the bit density for data storage technology.
This can be improved with higher magnetic anisotropy, but since GdFeCo
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Figure 1.8: Impression of the approach proposed by SPICE. (Image adapted from
the SPICE project)
is a soft magnet it is currently unfit to compete with the current state of
the art storage technology. A potential candidate with a higher magnetic
anisotropy is TbFeCo and Tb/Co multilayers. Using plasmonic nanoan-
tenna’s to enhance the near field intensity of a laser pulse, researchers
have demonstrated the ability to switch magnetic bit sizes far below the
diffraction limit[47]. This shows promise for using the AOS effect for future
magnetic recording technology. However, to bring this promise to reality
requires an efficient coupling of the laser output to the magnetic device
(shown in Fig. 1.8). This was the objective of the EU project SPICE and in
Chap. 7, the results of our studies on an optically addressable MTJ will be
discussed. We describe a Tb/Co-based MTJ that can be optically written by
a photonic integrated circuit and read out electronically.
1.2.3 Broader impact
In the current age of the internet, we accumulate more and more data that
needs to be stored. This growth of data demands faster and more efficient
data storage technologies as currently, data centers world wide already
consume around 10% of the world’s electricity production [48–50]. Since
the general availability of femtosecond lasers and the demonstration of all-
optical switching, the idea of combining femtosecond lasers and spintronic
devices has been proposed as a viable candidate for faster data storage while
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consuming less energy. Moreover, since the application of femtosecond
lasers on spintronic heterostructures, it has pushed the operation speed
of spintronic devices to the THz frequency. This not only opened new
possibilities of using THz spintronic devices in developing new digital
storage technology and spin-based logic devices has also resulted in the
demonstration of useful THz emitters. Our successful demonstration of an
optically switchable MTJ is an important step towards the implementation
of optomagnetic technology
1.3 Scope of the thesis
This thesis is divided into 7 chapters. The first chapter, as was discussed
above, introduces some basic concepts that will be important throughout
this thesis.
Chapter 2 will be an introduction and a brief discussion on the experimen-
tal techniques used in this thesis. Chapter 3 will discuss the laser-induced
femtosecond photocurrents in Co/Pt bilayers. The photocurrents are a
result of helicity dependent and helicity independent phenomena and will
emit THz electric field radiation. Using the THz emission spectroscopy
method as a contactless ampèremeter we will discuss the role of various
interface properties on the efficiency of generating the helicity dependent
and independent photocurrents. We continue this discussion in chapter
4 where an additional interlayer of either ZnO (dielectric insulator) or Cu
(metallic conductor) is introduced in between Co and Pt. Here we will
discuss how the two types of photocurrents flow at the interface.
In chapter 5 we will discuss the generation of spin current in FeRh/Pt.
The phenomenon is similar to the helicity independent photocurrents
generated in Co/Pt in the previous two chapters. In the case of FeRh,
where FeRh is antiferromagnetic below T ≈ 360 K and ferromagnetic above
T ≈ 380 K, we will study the change in spin current across the first-order
magnetic phase transition of FeRh. In chapter 6 we will continue this
study on FeRh by performing a double pump THz emission spectroscopy
experiment. In this chapter we will study how the femtosecond optical
pump pulse affects the long range antiferromagnetic-to-ferromagnetic spin
re-orientation. The timescale of the change in THz emission as a result of
the double pump excitation suggests that at sub-10 picosecond the laser-
induced phase transition is insensitive to weak (<120 mT) external magnetic
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fields.
Finally, in chapter 7 we will show the possibility of using Tb/Co mul-
tilayers as a base for optically accessible perpendicular magnetized MTJs.
The Tb/Co thickness compositions are optimized where they can switch
all-optically at fluences as low a 3 mJ cm−2. The Tb/Co multilayer will
be implemented in the design of the free electrode and first results on the
effect of an optical pulse on the magnetization of both the free electrode




This chapter will present a brief introduction to the experimental techniques used in
this thesis as well as a general description of the experimental setup.
(Note: this chapter only provides a short introduction to the experimental techniques.
It is highly recommended to also go through the manuals of the experimental equipments.)
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2.1 The concept of pump-probe spectroscopy
An optical pump-probe experiment is an experiment where a material is
excited by an optical pump pulse and where the excitations in the material
are studied with an optical probe pulse. A typical experimental pump-
probe setup (see Fig. 2.1) consists of a pulsed laser system producing pulses
at a constant repetition rate. The pulse width range from nanoseconds to
attoseconds and repetition rates are typically at the kHz frequency. The
pulsed laser beam is split into two laser beams, a pump beam with a high
pulse energy and a probe beam with <10% of the energy of the pump pulse.
The path length of one of the laser beams is controlled by a mechanical
delay stage, this way the probe pulse can arrive at the sample at various
timestamps after the initial pump pulse. It is a standard technique for
recording the ultrafast dynamics of the pump-induced phenomenon that
would otherwise be too fast for any electronic apparatus to detect. For the
study of ultrafast magnetization dynamics, the time resolution is of crucial
importance since the timescale of the laser-induced magnetization dynamics
can range from nanoseconds to femtoseconds [5, 14]. Experimentally, the
time resolution is limited by two factors: the pulse duration and the step
size of the delay stage. For the mechanical delay stage the time resolution,
∆t, is determined by the minimum step size of the delay stage and the





Here c(= 0.3 mm/ps) is the speed of light. The time window is only limited
by the length (L) of the delay stage twindow = Nc L.
There are various methods of ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy that
use a similar experimental pump-probe setup [51]. One of these methods
is the THz time-domain spectrosopy. The basic idea of THz time-domain
spectroscopy is that a pump pulse generates an electric field pulse at THz
frequencies. Then, instead of probing the ultrafast phenomenon in the
material with a probe pulse, the THz pulse that is either generated by the
phenomenon or changed by the phenomenon in the material is sampled
and its waveform is reconstructed by the probe pulse (in this case referred to
as the gate pulse). In the next section we will continue our discussion on the
general principles of generating THz electric fields, but for a more complete
discussion on the various pump-probe techniques it is recommended to
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Figure 2.1: A sketch of a typical pump-probe experiment scheme.
read part III of Ref.[51].
2.2 THz time-domain spectroscopy
One of the possible drawbacks of the conventional optical pump-probe
technique in ultrafast magnetism is that the magneto-optical probe signal
is not entirely free of artifacts. Shortly after the discovery of ultrafast
demagnetization, it was argued that the rotation and ellipticity dynam-
ics of the probe polarization cannot trivially be related to the ultrafast
magnetization dynamics [52]. This prompted the search of other ultrafast
techniques that can probe sub-picosecond magnetization dynamics without
the drawbacks present in conventional all optical pump-probe methods.
An alternative way to measure time-resolved magnetization dynamics at
sub-picosecond timescales is THz time-domain spectroscopy. The idea
behind this technique is that sub-picosecond magnetization dynamics must
result in the emission of electric fields at the THz frequency. Therefore, the
emitted THz radiation must contain information that is intrinsically related
to the ultrafast magnetization dynamics [53].
2.2.1 General principles
The relation of the electric and magnetic fields with electrical charges,
current and the changes in the fields are described by the Maxwell equations
found in any undergraduate electrodynamics textbook. In particular the
two equations that show how the electric and magnetic fields are coupled
with the charges and currents in a medium are the Maxwell-Faraday
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Here J is the free charge current, D is the electric displacement field defined
as D = ϵ0E + P, P is the polarization, E is the electric field. H is the
magnetic field defined as H = 1µ0B − M, M is the magnetization, and
B is the magnetic flux density. ϵ0 and µ0 are the dielectric and magnetic
constants, respectively. In the case of no static charges the wave equation in













From Eq. (2.4) we can conclude that an emitted electric field (or magnetic
field) contains information on the dynamics of the polarization, charge
currents and magnetization. This is a very important and fundamental
realization, because it means that we can experimentally study the dynam-
ics of polarization, charge current and magnetization as long as we can
reconstruct the field emitted from the medium. Moreover, Eq. (2.4) also
shows us that the frequency of the emitted field is given by the timescale of
the dynamics.
Three examples that generate electric field radiation are shown in Fig. 2.2.
The first example, Fig. 2.2(a), is the perturbation of an electric dipole where
a sub-picosecond expansion and compression of the dipole length will
result in an electric field at THz frequency. It is a classical representation
of how the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.4), the change in
polarization, can result in electric field radiation. The second example, Fig.
2.2(b), is the precession of the magnetic moment of an atom (the second term
on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.4)). The precession frequency can reach
the THz range under a sufficiently strong external magnetic field (> 10T)
for ferromagnets or with strong exchange couplings (e.g. antiferromagnetic
coupling). And the third example, Fig. 2.2(c), is the acceleration of a charge
density, the third term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.4), depicted as a
single electron.
It is very important to understand how the three terms on the right-
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Figure 2.2: Three examples of dynamics generating an electric field radiation. (a) A
perturbed electric dipole resulting in an accelerated change of the distance between
positive and negative charged ions. (b) Spin precession; the precession frequency
also determines the frequency of the emitted electric field. (c) An acceleration of
the charge density, here depicted as a single electron.
hand-side of Eq. (2.4) will affect the emitted electric field, because each of
them play an essential role in understanding the medium. In the case
of a polarization, P, electro-optical crystals with non-centrosymmetric
space symmetry such as ZnTe have a nonzero second order term which
is responsible for generating and detecting the THz electric field using a
femtosecond laser pulse. For magnetization dynamics one can consider the
magnetization as a contribution in the form of bound current density, Jb =
∇×M [54]. This shows that in simple terms an ultrafast demagnetization
is similar to an ultrafast change in the bound current density resulting in
the generation of THz radiation [53]. Similarly, femtosecond free charge
currents are able to generate THz electric field radiation [40].
2.2.2 THz emission spectroscopy
A typical time-resolved THz emission spectroscopy setup looks like the
illustration shown in Fig. 2.3(a). In this specific setup the THz emission is
generated by a pump pulse with a pulse duration of 50 fs. The laser pulses
are produced by an amplified Ti:sapphire laser at a repetition rate of 1
kHz. Just like in any other optical pump-probe setup, our laser beam
was split into a high power beam called the pump and a low power
beam which we will call the gate as shown in Fig. 2.3. The repetition
rate of the high power beam was modulated with a chopper to 500 Hz
and was then weakly focused down to a beamspot of 2 mm a the sample
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surface. For the purposed of the experiments discussed in this thesis an
external electromagnet was used to control the magnetization of the sample.
The THz radiation emitted from the sample is collected and focused on a
ZnTe crystal by two gold plated parabolic mirrors where the THz beam is
overlapped with the gate beam.
The THz electric field was detected with an optical sampling technique
known as electro-optical sampling which exploits the linear electro-optical
effect (Pockels effect) in the ZnTe crystal. Both the Pockels effect (detection
of THz radiation) and the optical rectification (the generation of THz
radiation) are second-order nonlinear effects. For a classical understanding
of the optical nonlinearity of the crystal, consider an electric dipole as a
function of the electric field, E. In the electric dipole approximation, we
assume that the polarization, P , of the crystal is equal to the electric dipole
polarization. Then we expand the polarization as a power series in the
electric field:
P = χ(1)E + χ(2)EE∗ + ... (2.5)
Here χ(1) is the linear optical susceptibility and χ(2) is the second order
nonlinear optical susceptibility. The crucial understanding here is that the
second order nonlinear term (χ(2)EE), responsible for the Pockels effect
and optical rectification, is only nonzero when space inversion symmetry is
broken. This is the case in non-centrosymmetric crystals such as ZnTe which
we use for the THz detection scheme. ZnTe has a point group symmetry
of 43m and for a detailed discussion on the relation between the second
order order term of the polarization and the nonlinear optical effects, it is
recommended to read chapter 2 of Ref.[55] or chapters 2 and 4 of Ref.[56].
The short physical explanation of the linear electro-optical effect can be
understood as an electric field which induces a change in the birefringence
of the medium. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3(b) where the THz electric field
induced birefringence in ZnTe result in an ellipticity of the gate pulse after
passing through the crystal. Following the crystal symmetry of ZnTe, the
second order electric susceptibility tensor looks like
χ(2) =

0 0 0 χ14 0 0
0 0 0 0 χ25 0
0 0 0 0 0 χ36
 , (2.6)
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Figure 2.3: (a) An illustration of the single pump time-resolved THz emission
spectroscopy setup. (b) An illustration of the electro-optical sampling method for
determining the THz electric field waveform.
where χ14 = χ25 = χ36 [57]. For the case of our detection scheme shown in
Fig. 2.3, the ZnTe crystal was cut along the (110) crystal plane resulting in
the (001) axis of the unit cell to be in the sample plane. The ellipticity of the
gate pulse as a result of the electric field induced birefringence is expressed





Here n(= 2.85) is the refraction index of the ZnTe crystal, d(1 mm) is the
crystal thickness, r41(= 3.9 pm/V) is the electro-optical coefficient of ZnTe
and λ(= 800 nm) is the wavelength of the gate laser pulse.
The ellipticity is finally detected with a balance detector and lock-in
amplifier combination by measuring the difference between photodetectors
A and B, IA−B (see Fig. 2.3(b)). To convert the measured voltage signal
from the lock-in readout to the actual electric field amplitude, the IA−B
signal is calibrated with a second ZnTe crystal. The lock-in voltage signal is
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2.2.3 Double pump THz emission spectroscopy
The THz emission spectroscopy setup in the double pump scheme uses
two linearly polarized optical pump pulses, defined as pump 1 and pump 2,
both with a pulse duration of 50 fs. Just like in Chap. 2.2.2, the pulses were
generated by a Ti:sapphire laser with a regenerative amplifier operating at a
repetition rate of 1 kHz. Both pumps were weakly focused down to a 2 mm
beamspot at the sample. The chopper operating at 500 Hz was introduced
in the beam path of pump 1, which has a peak fluence of 13 mJ cm−2 at
the sample surface. Pump 2 remained unmodulated with a peak fluence
of 10 mJ cm−2. Pump 1 and pump 2 were passed via separate delay stages
(see Fig. 2.4(a)) so that the delay between the two pump pulses could be
controlled together with the delay time with respect to the gate pulse. A
variable external magnetic field B was applied parallel to the x̂-axis (axes are
defined in Fig. 2.4(a)) to control the direction of the in-plane magnetization
of the sample. Pump 1 and 2 can each generate THz emission, however
the lock-in is only sensitive to the THz emission from pump 1 and the
change in the THz emission of pump 2 induced by pump 1. The emitted
THz electric field was collimated and focused onto a ZnTe crystal by two
gold plated parabolic mirrors. Two wire-grid polarizers were added right
behind the sample (not shown in the figure). The wire-grid polarizers were
fixed with their transmission axis parallel to the ŷ-axis so that only the
electric field component that is perpendicular to the magnetic field will
pass through. The THz electric field was detected with the electro-optical
sampling technique discussed in Chap. 2.2.2.
To correctly interpret the signal by two pumps at the lock-in amplifier
we first indicate all possible signals triggered by the pumps and the lock-in
amplifier (see Fig. 2.4(b)). We distinguish three signals,
V1(t) = A1 sin(ω1t+ θ1) (2.9)
V2(t) = A2 sin(ω2t+ θ2) +A12 sin(ω1t+ θ1) (2.10)
Vr(t) = Ar sin(ωrt+ θr). (2.11)
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Figure 2.4: (a) Illustration of the experimental setup. The delay stage (1) of pump
1 will define the time delay ∆t and the delay stage (2) of pump 2 will be fixed
to set the temporal overlap with the gate pulse. The chopper is set at pump 1.
(b) A schematic of every signal in voltages (ŷ-axis) versus time (x̂-axis), from top
to bottom. The gate pulse signal is at 1 kHz. The pump 1 and pump 2 induced
signal are at 500 Hz and 1 kHz, respectively. The signal triggered by both pump 1
and pump 2 combined where the A12 signal is proportional to ∆E and the lock-in
reference signal at 500 Hz.
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V1(2) is the signal triggered by pump 1(2) with an amplitude A1(2) at a
repetition frequency of ω1(2) and phase θ1(2). In the case of V2, it consists
of the sum of the signal from pump 2 alone and the combined signal from
the coupling between pump 1 and 2, if pump 1 arrives to the sample
before pump 2. Here, A12 is the signal amplitude triggered by pump 2 and
modulated by pump 1 at the repetition frequency ω1 and phase θ1. Vr is the
internal reference signal of the lock-in amplifier where ωr can be fixed as
a higher harmonic provided by the external function generator and θr is
the phase of the reference signal. The repetition frequencies are set so that
ω1 = ωr where ωr/2π is 500 Hz and ω2 = 2ω1. The lock-in amplifier then
uses a phase-sensitive detector to multiply the sum of all signals with the
internal reference signal,
VPSD = A1Ar sin(ωrt+ θ1) sin(ωrt+ θr)
+A2Ar sin(2ωrt+ θ2) sin(ωrt+ θr) (2.12)
+A12Ar sin(ωrt+ θ1) sin(ωrt+ θr).
Solving the product of the pump induced signals with the reference signal




Ar[A1[cos(θ1 − θr)− cos(2ωrt+ θ1 + θr)]
+A2[cos(ωrt+ θ2 − θr)− cos(3ωrt+ θ2 + θr)] (2.13)
+A12[cos(θ1 − θr)− cos(2ωrt+ θ1 + θr)]].
Then the phase-sensitive detector output is passed through a low pass filter





Ar cos(θ1 − θr)[A1 +A12], (2.14)
VPSD ∝ [A1 +A12]. (2.15)
The reference phase in Eq. (2.14) can be tuned such that cos(θ1 − θr) can be
set to 1. Then the signal detected by the lock-in amplifier is proportional to
the amplitude A1 of pump 1 and the coupled pump 1 and 2 amplitude A12
as is shown in Eq. (2.15). If pump 1 arrives before pump 2 then A12 refers
to a pump 1-induced modulation of the signal under action of pump 2. It is
clear that A12 is proportional to the change in THz emission under action
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Figure 2.5: (a) The incident linear polarized light reflects of a reflective medium
with a out-of-plane magnetization. As a result, the polarization of the reflected
light is rotated and elliptic. (b) Under a bias voltage spin-polarized electrons will
flow from the left ferromagnet to the right ferromagnet. The density of states is
shown how the spin-up and spin-down states are populated in each ferromagnetic
layer. The arrows indicate how the electrons will flow from one place to the other.
of pump 2 (∆E) with and without pump 1, respectively. It is then easy
to exclude the signal of A1 by either subtracting the THz emission signal
where pump 2 is blocked or by positioning the chopper in the beam path
of pump 2 which means that the frequencies ω1 and ω2 are switched. Then
the lock-in detection scheme becomes only sensitive to the THz emission
generated under action of pump 2 and the change of this THz emission is
related to the A12 signal.
2.3 Kerr microscopy and resistance measurements in
MTJ devices
Other than THz spectroscopy, there are plenty of other magneto-optical
and spintronic phenomena used to detect the magnetization state of the
material. Here we focus on two specific phenomena, the polar magneto-
optical Kerr effect and TMR (tunnel magnetoresistance).
The polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (see Fig. 2.5(a)), it demonstrates
how the polarization of light reflected of a magnetized surface is changed,
i.e. getting an additional rotation ΦK and ellipticity ΨK . In order to observe
such a phenomenon it requires an optical anisotropy with a dependence
on the magnetic order M . For the simple case of a medium with a net
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Here iϵxy = −iϵxy and in the electric dipole approximation is linearly
dependent on M , for simplicity ϵxx = ϵyy. In the case of the polar Kerr
orientation where the light falls perpendicularly on the reflective surface
(along the ẑ-axis) and assuming that the magnetic permeability is equal to
1, the complex Kerr effect can be expressed as




It should be also noted that the polar magneto-optical Kerr effect is odd
with respect to the magnetization, which implies that it changes sign upon
reversal of the magnetization. This is however a very brief and incomplete
discussion on the magneto-optical effect and for a detailed treatment of the
phenomenon and its origins it is recommended to read chapter 3 of Ref.[59].
The second phenomenon that will be discussed is of spintronic origin.
It occurs in a MTJ (Magnetic Tunnel Junction) structure that consists of
two ferromagnetic layers that are separated by a insulating layer. Be-
cause this phenomenon is based on the quantum mechanical tunneling
effect it has no classical description, since such tunneling processes are
forbidden classically. Nonetheless, a simplistic illustration of the TMR
process is shown in Fig. 2.5(b) where the density of state is sketched
for the ferromagnetic layers of the MTJ in the parallel and anti-parallel
configuration. When a bias voltage is applied, a current will flow from
one ferromagnetic layer to the other in both the parallel (JP ) and anti-
parallel (JAP ) configuration. However, since spin angular moment must
be conserved, spin-polarized electrons can only tunnel into a subband of
the same spin orientation [60]. This results in a difference in the tunneling
current, JP > JAP , which consequently means that the tunneling resistance
between anti-parallel ferromagnets is lower than the tunneling resistance
between parallel ferromagnets. The tunneling efficiency is then expressed
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Figure 2.6: The MOKE microscope setup in combination of an optical pump
pulse at 800 nm. The transmission axis of the polarizer is roughly oriented
perpendicularly to the transmission axis of the analyzer.





where RAP and RP is the tunneling resistance in the anti-parallel and
parallel configuration, respectively.
In order to image and excite microstructures and magnetic domains, Kerr
microscopy is used. Fig. 2.6 shows the Kerr microscopy setup, the polarizer
and analyzer were added in order to detect the change in polarization of
the reflected light. The rotation of the polarization reflected of the magnetic
surface is imaged by the CCD camera as a dark or light area with respect to
the magnetic orientation of the magnetic domain. A Ti:sapphire amplified
laser system with a manual control to shoot a single laser pulse was used to
excite the material. The optical laser pulse was tunable from 60 fs to 5 ps at
a central wavelength of 800 nm.

CHAPTER 3
THz emission from Co/Pt bilayers with varying
roughness, crystal structure, and interface intermixing
Ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization of Co/Pt heterostructures launches a spin
current from Co into Pt, where the spin current is converted to a charge current due to the
inverse spin-Hall effect. At the same time, due to the spin-dependent photogalvanic effect,
circularly polarized laser pulses also generate a photocurrent at the Co/Pt interface. Both
ultrashort photocurrent pulses are effectively detected in a contactless way by measuring
the THz radiation they emit. In this chapter, we aim to understand how the properties
of the Co/Pt interface affect the photocurrents in the bilayers. By varying the interfacial
roughness, crystal structure and interfacial intermixing as well as having an explicit focus
on the cases when THz emissions from these two photocurrents reveal opposite trends, we
identify which interface-properties play a crucial role for the photocurrents.
Adapted from: G. Li, R. Medapalli, R.V. Mikhaylovkiy, F.E. Spada, Th. Rasing, E.E. Fullerton,




In Chap. 1 we discussed some of the concepts on THz spintronics
and THz spectroscopy while in Chap. 2 we discussed the experimental
technique used in this thesis as well as the experimental setups. In this
chapter we will discuss two different phenomena of THz emission gen-
erated by laser-induced photocurrents in Co/Pt bilayers. For these cases
the emitted THz radiation can be used effectively to detect sub-picosecond
photocurrents without any electrical contacts.
The first phenomenon of THz emission is the result of the spin current
injection from the Co layer into the Pt layer due to laser-induced demagneti-
zation of the magnetic Co layer. It was first shown in Fe/Au and Fe/Ru that
ultrafast demagnetization generates a spin-polarized current pulse from Fe
into the non-magnetic layer, where due to strong spin-orbit interaction the
spin-polarized current pulse was converted to a charge current pulse that is
a more efficient source of THz emission than the magnetization dynamics it-
self [40, 61]. This mechanism for spin to charge current conversion is known
as the inverse spin-Hall effect. The photocurrent and THz emission did
not depend on the polarization of the excitation light, and the phase of the
emitted THz radiation could be changed by 180 degrees by a magnetization
reversal. These findings resulted in the development of new THz emitters
based on spin-polarized currents [9, 62–64].
The second phenomenon of THz emission is the result of photocurrents
at the interface of the Co/Pt bilayer. The phase of the emitted THz radiation
could not only be changed by 180 degrees by a magnetization reversal, but
also by changing the helicity of the circular polarization of the excitation
light [10, 65]. The phenomenon was explained to result from a helicity
dependent femtosecond laser-induced rotation of the magnetization of Co
in the plane of the sample which, due to the inverse spin-orbit torque,
generates a femtosecond pulse of electric current at the Co/Pt interface.
Generation of a photocurrent at the interface can be also seen as a spin-
dependent photogalvanic effect, reported earlier for non-centrosymmetric
semiconductors in an external magnetic field [21].
Although it is clear that the helicity dependent and helicity independent
photocurrents in Co/Pt bilayers should depend on the properties of the
interface between the Co and Pt layer, it still remains unclear if and to what
extent certain properties of the interface play any role in the process of the
photocurrent generation. This chapter will discuss the roles of three interfa-
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cial properties: roughness, interface intermixing, and crystal structure on
the two THz emission phenomena. This is done by systematically changing
the interface parameters during the fabrication process, as will be discussed
next.
3.2 Sample fabrication and characterization
The sample fabrication, vibrating sample magnetrometry, atomic force
microscopy and X-ray measurements were performed by R. Medapalli at
the Center for Memory and Recording Research in San Diego, USA.
3.2.1 Interfacial roughness
Polycrystalline Co/Pt bilayers on soda lime glass with varying interface
roughness were fabricated using magnetron sputtering. For this study the
thickness of the Co and Pt layers are fixed to 10 and 3 nm, respectively.
Simultaneously, Co-films (without Pt layer) were fabricated for reference
studies. To achieve a precise control over the roughness at the Co/Pt
interface, for the growth of the Co layer the Ar sputtering pressure was
varied from 3−40 mTorr. As the sputtering pressure increases, scattering of
the sputtered Co atoms with the Ar atoms in the gas leads to a reduction
of the average kinetic energy of the deposited atoms and the motion of
Co atoms becomes more random. This results in a lower surface mobility
of the deposited atoms at higher pressures and increased effects of self-
shadowing. As the deposition evolves, dome shaped grains are formed
with well-defined grain boundaries known as zone-1 growth in thin-film
deposition [66, 67]. Then for the Pt layer, the Ar sputtering pressure was
kept at 3 mTorr to form a dense capping layer. To verify the roughness
of the Co layer, pure Co-films (without Pt layer) were fabricated in the
same way for reference. Atomic force microscopy was used to map the
surface roughness of the pure Co-films. The AFM images of the samples are
shown in Fig. 3.1(a-c). The images reveal a clear increase of the Co surface
roughness as the sputtering pressure increases. The evolution of the root-
mean-square roughness of the Co surface as a function of the Ar sputtering
pressure is shown in Fig. 3.1(d). The root-mean-square roughness was
estimated by fitting a Gaussian over the variation of the sample surface in a
500 x 500 nm2 area.
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Figure 3.1: Images taken with an AFM for the surface of pure Co-films grown on
glass substrates at an Ar sputtering pressure of (a) 3, (b) 20, and (c) 40 mTorr. (d)
The root-mean-square roughness of the surface of the Co-films grown at various
sputtering pressures. The estimated roughness equivalent to the root-mean-square
deviation of the surface variation at an area of 500 x 500 nm2. (AFM measurements
were performed by Rajasekhar Medapalli)
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Vibrating sample magnetometry was used for the magnetic characteriza-
tion of the samples with varying roughness, by measuring the magnetic hys-
teresis loop in an external magnetic field (see Fig. 3.2). The measurements
were performed with the external magnetic field oriented either in-plane or
out-of-plane of the sample. The in-plane and out-of-plane magnetometry
measurements are summarized in Fig. 3.2 for Co/Pt bilayers grown at
sputtering pressures of 3 mTorr to 40 mTorr. The in-plane magnetization can
be reversed and saturated by applying a rather small magnetic field of 12
mT, while the out-of-plane magnetization requires a much stronger applied
magnetic field of more than 1.7 T. The results in Fig. 3.2(b) summarizes how
the in-plane coercive field depends on the sputtering pressure. The results
in Fig. 3.2(d) shows how the sputtering pressure affects the strength of the
out-of-plane magnetic field required for the saturation of the magnetization.
The magnetic properties change drastically between samples that were
grown at a sputtering pressure of 3 mTorr and 10 mTorr, as reflected in
Fig. 3.2. Firstly, for Co/Pt grown at 3 mTorr and 10 mTorr the in-plane
magnetic coercive field increases from 1.85 mT to 9.85 mT, respectively. The
samples grown at sputtering pressures larger than 10 mTorr show smaller
changes in the coercive fields [68]. This is expected as the well-defined grain
boundaries in high-pressure growth can effectively pin the domain walls
during reversal. Secondly, the out-of-plane magnetic saturation for Co/Pt
grown at 3 mTorr and 10 mTorr drops from 1.66 T to 1.15 T, respectively.
The decrease in the out-of-plane saturation field is somewhat unexpected
as it should be dominated by the thin-film shape anisotropy. However, a
granular microstructure can lower the overall effective shape anisotropy
making the film easier to saturate with an external magnetic field. Another
potential explanation is the stabilization of HCP-Co where the cobalt atoms
are structured in a hexagonal close-packed lattice (see Fig. 3.3(f)). This
could also lower the out-of-plane saturation field, but this could not be
confirmed by X-ray diffraction due to the thin and disordered nature of the
Co layers.
3.2.2 Intermixed interface
To study the effects of chemical intermixing of Co and Pt at the interface,
an alloy interlayer of CoxPt1−x(1 or 2 nm) was sputter deposited in between
the Co/Pt bilayer structure. The whole multilayer stack was grown onto
glass substrates. A constant sputtering pressure of 3 mTorr was maintained
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Figure 3.2: (a) In-plane magnetic hysteresis loops for Co/Pt bilayers measured
in Co/Pt bilayers grown at various sputtering pressures of Co with the help of a
VSM. (b) The coercive field of each hysteresis loop measured in the in-plane
magnetic field. (c) The corresponding out-of-plane magnetic hysteresis loop
measurements are shown. (d) The strength of the applied out-of-plane magnetic
field corresponding to the saturation magnetization. (VSM measurements were
performed by Rajasekhar Medapalli)
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during the whole fabrication process to form dense and smooth layers. The
CoxPt1−x layers consisted of three compositions, x = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75.
3.2.3 Epitaxial FCC-Co and HCP-Co
To explore the role of the crystal symmetry at the Co/Pt interface, epi-
taxial Co-films were grown onto single-crystalline MgO substrates. Two
particular lattice structures of Co were studied: HCP-Co(1100) and FCC-
Co(100)-films. The crystal structure is shown in Fig. 3.3(f) with the out-of-
plane vector indicated by the Miller indices [1100] and [100] for HCP-Co
and FCC-Co, respectively. The HCP-Co-films were grown on Cr(211)-
buffered MgO(110) single-crystal substrates with the following structure
MgO(110)/Cr(5 nm)/Co(10 nm)/Pt(3 nm) [69]. The Cr-seed layer was
grown at 300◦C into the BCC structure oriented along BCC(211). The
subsequent Co layer was deposited at 200◦C and capped with a 3 nm
Pt layer at room temperature, resulting in the easy axis of the magnetic
anisotropy oriented in-plane along HCP-Co(0001). The epitaxial growth is
confirmed by X-ray diffraction, measurements are presented in Fig. 3.3(a-c)
for both the out-of-plane and in-plane scattering geometries. The magnetic
hysteresis loops for the in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic fields are shown
in Fig. 3.3(g).
Epitaxial FCC-Co was obtained using Cu(200)-buffered MgO(100) single-
crystal substrates in the following multilayer stacks: MgO(100)/Cu(20 nm)/
Co(10 or 15 nm)/Pt(3 nm). The Cu-seed layer was grown at 350◦C and
oriented along FCC(200). The subsequent Co and Pt layers were grown at
room temperature, resulting in FCC-Co(200) oriented along the a-axis. The
out-of-plane and in-plane X-ray scattering of the 15 nm Co-film are shown
in Fig. 3.3(d, e). The X-ray diffraction signals of both the FCC and HCP
crystal structures are in good correspondence with those of the previously
measured FCC-Co and HCP-Co in Ref. [70]. The magnetic hysteresis loops
for the out-of-plane and in-plane magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 3.3(h).
Note that prior to the deposition of the films, the substrates were heated at
600◦C for an hour under vacuum to obtain clean surfaces. Moreover, the
base pressure throughout the deposition of all the samples was at 3× 10−8
Torr.
The differences in the optical absorption between the MgO and glass
substrates for both the THz radiation and 800 nm laser pulse are small and
has no intrinsic effect on the THz emission. Thus, the influence of different
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substrates on the performed THz experiments is negligible.
3.3 Experiment
A schematic depiction of the experimental geometry is shown in Fig.
3.4(a). To excite the photocurrents in the Co/Pt bilayer, a 40 fs circularly
polarized laser pulse was used with a central wavelength of 800 nm and
a pulse energy of 20 µJ, focused onto a 2-mm spot. An external magnetic
field was applied in the plane of the sample to saturate its magnetization
along the ±x̂-axis (see coordinate system in Fig. 3.4(a)). The emitted THz
radiation from the sample was focused onto a 1-mm-thick ZnTe crystal
using gold coated parabolic mirrors. The time-resolved electric field was
then obtained via electro-optical sampling in the 1-mm-thick ZnTe crystal.
For more details on the setup see Chap. 2.2.2 or the setup description of
Ref.[71]. All experiments were performed at room temperature.
The coordinate system was chosen such that the propagation of the THz
radiation was along the ẑ-axis and the external magnetic field was applied
in-plane of the sample along the x̂-axis. To measure the polarization of
the THz radiation two wire-grid polarizers were employed. The axis of
the first polarizer was fixed parallel to the ŷ-axis while the axis of the
second polarizer was rotated ±45 degrees with respect to the axis of the
first polarizer. This allowed us to determine the x̂ and ŷ components of the
THz polarization. If the magnetization of Co is aligned along the x̂-axis,
the THz emission from the helicity independent and the helicity dependent
photocurrents could be distinguished by detecting the THz signals (see Fig.
3.4(b,c)) with the electric field along the ŷ- and x̂-axis, respectively. This
is because the bulk effect of the spin-orbit interaction in Pt will generate
a charge current that is perpendicular to the magnetization of Co. The
interface effect of the spin-orbit interaction at the Co/Pt interface will
generate an interfacial charge current that is parallel to the magnetization
of Co. The mechanism for the helicity independent THz emission is related
to the bulk spin-orbit effect while the mechanism for the helicity dependent
THz emission is related to the interface spin-orbit effect.
The mechanism for generating the helicity independent THz electric field
is based on the generation of spin-polarized hot electrons in Co due to the
heat driven ultrafast demagnetization [72]. This spin-polarized current
flows from Co to Pt where it is converted into a charge current via the
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Figure 3.3: The intensities of (a-e) are given in logarithmic scales. (a) The out-of-
plane X-ray diffraction spectrum of the HCP-Co-film. (b) The in-plane spectrum
where the scattering vector Q (the vector pointing along the bisection of the
incoming and scattered beam) is along the MgO[110] direction, and (c) where
Q is along the MgO[001] direction. The X-ray diffraction spectra of (d) the out-of-
plane and (e) in-plane FCC-Co-film with Q along the MgO[001] direction. Note
that the incident X-ray angle was fixed at 0.60 from the surface when the in-plane
spectra was recorded. (f) The HCP and FCC crystal structure with the out-of-
plane vector pointing in the [1100] and [100] direction, respectively. (g) In-plane
Magnetic hysteresis loops of (g) the HCP-Co and (h) FCC-Co-films along various
crystallographic directions. (X-ray and VSM measurements were performed by
Rajasekhar Medapalli)
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inverse spin-Hall effect [61, 73]. The direction of the charge current JC is
determined by the magnetization M, the spin-polarized current flow JS,
and the inverse spin-Hall angle α: JC ∝ αJS ×M.
The mechanism for the generation of the helicity dependent THz electric
field is fundamentally different, since it requires circularly polarized light.
The circularly polarized light will have a helicity dependent effect on the
magnetization of Co, resulting in a spin-orbit torque acting on the spins of
Co at the interface with Pt [22, 41]. The breaking of inversion symmetry is
essential for the coupling of the optically induced spin dynamics and the
generation of interfacial helicity dependent photocurrents [74, 75]. The
direction of the photocurrent in this mechanism is determined by the
magnetization M, the helicity of the light σ, and the direction along which
the space inversion symmetry is broken (here given by the normal vector n):
JC ∝ n× (M× σ). From the analysis of the experimental data we retrieve











y − E+σ−My − E−σ−My ). (3.2)
Here EHD and EHI are the polarized helicity dependent and independent
THz electric field, respectively. The x̂- and ŷ-components of the THz electric




To probe the role of the interface on the generation of helicity dependent
and helicity independent photocurrents, the THz electric field from the
Co/Pt samples described previously was measured. We will first focus on
how the interface roughness affects the THz emission generation. The
measured THz emission signal of Co/Pt grown at various sputtering
pressures is shown in Fig. 3.5. The higher sputtering pressure corresponds
to an increase of the roughness shown in Fig. 3.1. Similar to previous
works, the measured THz emission reveals a strong helicity independent
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Figure 3.4: (a) A schematic illustration for the laser-induced helicity dependent
and -independent photocurrent generation. The graphs on the right show the time
traces of the electric field of (b) the helicity dependent and (c) helicity independent
THz emission excited by circularly polarized (±σ) light. In both cases, the THz
electric field can be controlled by an external magnetic field of 120 mT, which is
enough to saturate the magnetization of Co. The figure shows how the reversal
of the magnetization aligned along the x̂ axis (±M) affects the time traces of the
emitted THz electric field. The curves measured for −M are shown with an offset
of 0.2 V/cm for Ex in panel (b) and of 3 V/cm for Ey in panel (c).
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component [10, 76]. However, the bilayer grown at 3 mTorr does not show
any measurable helicity dependent THz signal (see Fig. 3.5(a)). An increase
of the sputtering pressure, that results in an increase of the structural
disorder/interfacial roughness, changes the THz emission substantially.
While an increase of the sputtering pressure results in a decrease of the
helicity independent THz signal, an increase of the pressure from 3 mTorr to
10 mTorr results in a dramatic increase of the helicity dependent THz signal.
Further increase of the pressure above 10 mTorr resulted in a decrease of
the helicity dependent signal, similar to the helicity independent signal.
The peak amplitudes of the THz signals are plotted against Ar sputtering
pressure in Fig. 3.5(c, d). The jump in the helicity dependent THz signal
upon an increase in pressure from 3 mTorr to 10 mTorr highlights the
importance of roughness for the mechanism of helicity dependent THz
emission.
3.4.2 Intermixed interface
To study the effect of interfacial mixing, a spacer layer of CoxPt1−x alloy
of various CoxPt1−x compositions is introduced at the interface of the Co/Pt
bilayers. The films were grown at 3 mTorr to have smooth interfaces
while the alloy interlayer is there to simulate a diffuse interface. Alloys of
Co0.25Pt0.75, Co0.50Pt0.50, and Co0.75Pt0.25 with thicknesses of 1 and 2 nm are
employed. The experimental procedure was similar to the one performed
on the rough Co/Pt interfacial bilayers. Surprisingly, no helicity dependent
THz emission was observed for all the samples having a CoxPt1−x spacer
layer. The helicity independent THz emission was nevertheless strong
for all six samples (see Fig. 3.6) and significantly higher than samples
without an alloy interface. Note that during the sample growth only the
concentration of Co and Pt and the sputtering time were varied, all other
parameters were kept constant. The mean absolute deviation is taken by
repeating the measurement three times. The extracted deviation value was
less than 0.5% of the mean value and is therefore not visible in Fig. 3.6.
The helicity independent THz peak amplitude shown in Fig. 3.6 decreases
with increasing the Co-Pt spacer layer thickness from 1 to 2 nm for all alloy
compositions. However, the helicity independent THz emission does not
show any correlations among the various Co-Pt compositions and spacer
thicknesses. We will compare the helicity independent THz signal from
samples with a CoxPt1−x spacer and without a CoxPt1−x spacer (Co/Pt
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Figure 3.5: (a) The helicity independent and (b) helicity dependent THz emission
for various interfacial roughness values. The time traces are shown with a
vertical offset. The observed electric field at 0 ps is 0 for the measurements. The
arrows indicate the increase of the interface roughness. Peak intensities of (c) the
helicity independent THz and (d) helicitydependent THz emission. The gray area
emphasizes deviations in the behavior. Beyond the gray area (>10 mTorr) both
the helicity independent and -dependent THz emission decreases linearly with
increasing sputtering pressures. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
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Figure 3.6: The peak amplitude of the helicity independent THz emission from
samples with the CoxPt1−x alloy spacers with thicknesses of (left panel) 1 and
(right panel) 2 nm. The alloy compositions are Co0.75Pt0.25 (black), Co0.50Pt0.50 (red),
and Co0.25Pt0.75 (blue). The mean absolute deviation which is chosen as the error
bar is negligible and therefore not visible in the graph.
bilayers with the roughest and the smoothest interfaces as well as with the
epitaxial HCP-Co and FCC-Co layers); these results are shown in Tab. 3.1.
We find a dramatic increase in the helicity independent THz emission with
insertion of an alloy interlayer. The largest increase was for the Co0.25Pt0.75(1
nm) spacer, which was 4.2 times stronger than the Co/Pt bilayer grown at 3
mTorr and 3.4 times that of the FCC Co/Pt bilayer. Even the weakest helicity
independent THz emission [Co0.75Pt0.25(2 nm)] showed an amplification
factor of 2.5 compared to the Co/Pt bilayer with the strongest helicity
independent THz emission (FCC Co/Pt).
3.4.3 Expitaxial FCC-Co and HCP-Co
Finally, the role of the crystal structure of the Co layer in the process
of THz emission was studied. No helicity dependent THz emission was
observed from the samples with monocrystalline Co, while the effect of the
crystal structure of the Co-film on the helicity independent THz emission
was clearly seen. The crystalline orientation in the HCP-Co sample is (1010).
Due to the crystal structure, the material acquires an in-plane magnetic
anisotropy with the hard and in-plane easy axis along the [1120] and [0001]
directions, respectively. The THz emission is therefore studied for two cases,
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where the magnetic field was applied along [1120] or [0001] directions,
respectively. The magnetic anisotropy of Co had a remarkable effect on the
THz emission. The time traces of the THz electric field are shown in Fig.
3.7(a, b) for the case when the external magnetic field (Bext) is perpendicular
and when it is parallel to [0001], the easy axis of the magnetic anisotropy
(Ha). Note that the external magnetic field of 0.1 T was strong enough to
saturate the magnetization along the easy axis. However, it was too weak to
fully saturate the magnetization along the hard axis. The characteristic field
of magnetic anisotropy was 0.8 T, estimated from the magnetic hysteresis
loops shown in Fig. 3.3(g). The component of the THz electric field along the
ŷ axis (Ey), i.e. perpendicular to the external magnetic field (Bext), reverses
sign upon switching the polarity of the external magnetic field. At the
same time, the component of the THz electric field along the x̂ axis (Ex),
i.e. parallel to the external magnetic field, is insensitive to the polarity of
the magnetic field. No differences were observed between the emitted
THz waveforms when pumping with right-handed or left-handed circular
polarized light, respectively. This indicates that there is no photocurrent
due to spin-dependent photogalvanic effects can be seen.
In the case of FCC-Co, the magnetic film has a weak fourfold in-plane
magnetic anisotropy with a strong out-of-plane shape anisotropy, i.e. with
the hard axis along the [100] direction (see Fig. 3.3(h)). The external mag-
netic field was also strong enough to saturate the in-plane magnetization.
For this case two FCC-Co layers with a thickness of 10 nm and 15 nm were
studied. The time traces of the detected THz signal are shown in Fig. 3.7(c,
d) of FCC-Co(10 nm) with its polarization parallel (Ex) and perpendicular
(Ey) to the external magnetic field, respectively. Similarly, Fig. 3.7(e, f)
show the time traces of the THz signals of FCC-Co(15 nm). The THz signal
polarized perpendicular to the external magnetic field (Ey) showed no
clear difference between the FCC-Co(10 nm) and HCP-Co(10 nm) samples.
Moreover, although some sensitivity to the helicity of the femtosecond laser
pulse is seen, the polarity of the THz electric field does not change upon
reversing the light helicity. Therefore, also in this case we conclude that
spin-dependent photogalvanic effects play a minor role if any.
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Figure 3.7: Time traces of the THz electric field polarized along the x̂ and ŷ axes.
The emission was generated by exciting Co/Pt bilayers with monocrystalline (FCC
and HCP) Co with circularly (+σ/-σ) polarized laser pulses. The external magnetic
field (±Bext) is applied along the x̂ axis at 100 mT. The easy axis of the in-plane
magnetic anisotropy (Ha) of HCP-Co is aligned either (a) perpendicular or (b)
parallel to the external magnetic field. The magnetic anisotropy field strength is
0.8 T. The THz emission polarized along the x̂ and ŷ-axis for (c, d) FCC-Co(10 nm)
and (e,f) FCC-Co(15 nm), respectively. For FCC-Co the magnetization is saturated




We performed time-resolved THz emission spectroscopy by exciting
Co/Pt bilayers with circular polarized femtosecond laser pulses. The THz
emission from Co/Pt where the interface properties were varied were
studied. By varying the deposition pressure during the Co growth process,
we see that one can control the microstructure and interfacial roughness
of Co/Pt bilayers. From the static magnetometry data, shown in Fig.
3.2, we observed that the change of the growth pressure also affects the
magnetic properties of the Co-film. An increase in the coercivity of the in-
plane magnetization together with a decrease in the out-of-plane saturation
magnetization was observed.
Interestingly, interface roughness has opposite effects on the helicity
independent and dependent THz emission from Co/Pt bilayer (Fig. 3.5(a,
b)). Upon changing the pressure from 3 to 10 mTorr, the strength of the
electric field of the helicity independent THz emission drops by factor of 2,
while the electric field of the helicity dependent counterpart experiences
an increase from full suppression. It is expected that both the helicity
independent and dependent THz emission must depend on the optical
properties of the bilayers at the wavelength of the femtosecond laser pulse
(800 nm), transport properties of the spin current, and the magnetization of
the Co-film in a similar way. However, such a dramatic difference in the
behavior of the helicity independent and dependent THz emission allows
us to exclude changes of optical, transport, and magnetic properties of the
Co-film as reasons for the difference in the THz emission from bilayers
grown at 3 mTorr and 10 mTorr. Moreover, if any changes of the growth
procedure would affect the spin-orbit interaction in Co, one would expect a
change of the characteristic times of the laser-induced demagnetization of
the Co-film [77]. The latter must lead to a change of the temporal profile of
the THz emission. Our experiments reveal that the temporal profiles of the
electric field for both helicity independent and dependent THz emission
are similar for samples with different roughness. Therefore, it allows us
to exclude a change of laser-induced magnetization dynamics as a reason
for the difference in the THz emission from bilayers grown at 3 mTorr and
10 mTorr. All these findings indicate that the totally different trends of
the helicity independent and dependent THz emissions upon the pressure
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increase must be related to opposite effects of the interface roughness on
the efficiency of photocurrent generation via inverse spin-Hall and spin-
dependent photogalvanic effects, respectively.
It is expected that roughness and or other types of disorder at the Co/Pt
interface must lead to an increase of the spin-flip probability. Therefore,
the interface becomes less transparent for spin currents from Co to Pt
layers and the strength of the charge photocurrent generated in the Pt
layer due to the inverse spin-Hall effect will decrease. Such a decrease can
explain the observed weakening of the helicity independent THz emission
upon an increase of interface roughness caused by the increase of the
growth pressure from 3 to 10 mTorr. The relatively large decrease in the
independent THz emission between 3 mTorr and 10 mTorr (Fig. 3.5(c)) is in
line with the relatively large increase of the surface roughness in Co (Fig.
3.1(d)). The surface roughness of Co increases less at sputtering pressures
above 10 mTorr and this is also seen in the THz emission above 10 mTorr.
In order to explain the dramatic increase of the helicity dependent THz
emission upon the transition from a smooth to a rough interface. One
should note that the mechanism of THz emission can be seen as a nonlinear
optical phenomenon similar to second harmonic generation. The latter
can also be efficiently generated from interfaces of metallic bilayers. For
instance, it was shown that the second harmonic generation intensity
increases with an increase of the roughness of a CoNi/Pt interface [78].
Similar to these studies, we assume here that the increase of the efficiency of
the helicity dependent THz emission is a result of the geometrical increase
of the volume with the properties of the interface. An effective thicker
interface layer, where Co is in direct contact with Pt, results in a larger net
photocurrent and thus stronger THz emission. However, with a thicker
interface layer also means a larger separation of the Co and Pt layers. It was
shown that this can be disadvantageous and reduce the helicity dependent
THz emission. This is also seen in Fig. 3.5(d) and will be discussed in more
detail in the next chapter. It is however unclear why the helicity dependent
THz emission only appears at 10 mTorr and higher.
3.5.2 Intermixed interface
The experimental results show that the helicity independent THz signal
generated in Co/Pt bilayers with a CoxPt1−x spacer is much stronger
compared to the helicity independent THz signal generated in Co/Pt
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with various roughnesses or crystal structures (see Fig. 3.6 and Tab. 3.1).
The weakest helicity independent THz emission signal of the trilayer
(Co/Co0.75Pt0.25(2nm) /Pt) was 2.5 times stronger than the highest helicity
independent THz emission signal of a bilayer (FCC Co/Pt). Interestingly,
intermixing has a very different effect on the helicity dependent THz
emission. After an introduction of an intermixed alloy layer, the efficiency
of the helicity dependent THz emission dropped down to the noise level.
Again, although intermixing can affect many bilayer properties, which are
important for laser-induced THz emission, such a difference in the trends of
the helicity independent and the helicity dependent counterparts indicate
that the intermixing most likely affects the generation of photocurrents.
We will discuss two possible explanations for the enhancement of the
photocurrent due to the spin-Hall effect. Firstly, the introduction of a
CoxPt1−x alloy layer could generate a higher influx of spin currents injected
into Pt due to a reduction of spin dissipation and decoherence at the
interface [79, 80]. When spin currents propagate through metallic interfaces,
interfacial spin relaxation also known as spin memory loss is unavoidable
due to interface disorder and diffusion. However, it was shown that
proximity-induced magnetization in Pt at the interface enhances the damp-
ing in the ferromagnetic resonance spin pumping [79]. This indicated a
larger spin current density being pumped from the ferromagnetic layer into
the Pt layer. It is therefore likely that the CoxPt1−x spacer layer also enhances
the transport of spin currents through the interface due to the proximity-
induced magnetization in Pt. However, the separation of the Co and Pt layer
by a CoxPt1−x alloy spacer can possibly reduce the proximity effect that Co
has on Pt and reduce the helicity independent the THz emission. Secondly,
it is possible that the CoxPt1−x spacer layers have a significant spin-orbit
coupling due to the Pt atoms. Spin currents will be converted to charge
currents in the spacer layer as well as the Pt layer resulting in an increase of
THz emission. This interface-dependent mechanism for the optimization
of the THz emission has not been discussed before and thus reveals new
opportunities for further increase of the intensity of the THz radiation from
Co/Pt and similar multilayers [9, 40, 62–64]. The observed reduction of the
helicity dependent THz emission emphasizes the importance of a direct
contact between pure Co and Pt for the generation of charge photocurrents
due to the spin-dependent photogalvanic effect.
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Ar pressure Sample Peak EHI
40 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Pt(3 nm) 0.8 V/cm
3 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Pt(3 nm) 2.5 V/cm
3 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Pt(3 nm) (HCP) 2.44 V/cm
3 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Pt(3 nm) (FCC) 3.15 V/cm
3 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Co0.75Pt0.25(2 nm) / Pt(3 nm) 7.74 V/cm
3 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Co0.50Pt0.50(2 nm) / Pt(3 nm) 8.36 V/cm
3 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Co0.25Pt0.75(2 nm) / Pt(3 nm) 8.13 V/cm
3 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Co0.75Pt0.25(1 nm) / Pt(3 nm) 9.12 V/cm
3 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Co0.50Pt0.50(1 nm) / Pt(3 nm) 8.86 V/cm
3 mTorr Co(10 nm) / Co0.25Pt0.75(1 nm) / Pt(3 nm) 10.57 V/cm
Table 3.1: The peak amplitude of the helicity independent THz emission from
Co/Pt heterostructures with the roughest (40 mTorr) and smoothest (3 mTorr)




Finally, although the experiments with epitaxially grown Co-films re-
vealed that also the crystal structure of Co may influence the helicity
independent THz emission, the effect is relatively small. Moreover, no
helicity dependent THz emission was observed from the samples with
monocrystalline Co. Therefore, from these experiments we conclude that
the crystal structure of the Co-film has no large effect on the spin current
through the Co/Pt interface nor on the charge current in the Pt layer due
to the inverse spin- Hall effect. Regarding the fact that polycrystalline Co
more easily forms rough interfaces with Pt, the results also emphasize the
importance of rough Co/Pt interfaces for charge photocurrents generated
due to the spin-dependent photogalvanic effect.
3.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, using THz emission from Co/Pt bilayers grown under var-
ious conditions, we discussed how photocurrents generated in the bilayer
depend on the properties of the Co/Pt interface. Inducing a relatively high
interfacial roughness at the interface of Co/Pt is crucial for the generation
of helicity dependent THz emission and its associated photocurrent at the
interface due to the spin-dependent photogalvanic effect. Simultaneously,
the roughness results in a decrease of the transparency of the interface for
the spin current from the Co to Pt layer. As a result, photocurrents in the Pt
layer due to the inverse spin-Hall effect and polarization-independent THz
emission will also decrease. The study of the THz emission from Co/Pt
samples with CoxPt1−x spacer layers at various CoxPt1−x compositions and
thicknesses showed that intermixing of Co/Pt at the interface does not help
to improve the efficiency of the spin-dependent photogalvanic effect and the
intensity of the helicity dependent THz emission. However, the intermixing
appears to play a significant role in amplifying the helicity independent
THz emission generated due to the inverse spin-Hall effect. The observed
helicity independent THz emission from the Co/CoxPt1−x/Pt trilayers
were enhanced by a factor of 4.2 for Co0.25Pt0.75(1 nm) compared to the
helicity independent THz emission from the Co/Pt bilayer grown at 3 mTorr.
Finally, we observed a dramatic suppression of the helicity dependent THz
emission in Co/Pt with crystalline FCC- or HCP-Co. We therefore assume
that the interfacial charge currents due to the spin-dependent photogalvanic
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effect are suppressed. These observations show that the photocurrent due
to the spin-dependent photogalvanic effect is the largest for the cases of
rough Co/Pt interfaces with polycrystalline Co and no intermixing of Co
and Pt, while the spin current from Co to Pt is larger for smooth interfaces.
The experiments also show that either the spin current or its conversion to
the charge current together with the associated helicity independent THz
emission can be enhanced by intermixing between Co and Pt layers. In
none of the THz emission mechanisms does the crystal structure of Co seem
to play a significant role.
CHAPTER 4
THz emission from femtosecond photocurrents in
Co/ZnO/Pt and Co/Cu/Pt multilayers
Ultrashort laser excitation of Co/Pt magnetic heterostructures can effectively generate
spin and charge currents at the interfaces between the magnetic and nonmagnetic layers.
The direction of these photocurrents can be controlled by the helicity of the circularly
polarized laser light and an external magnetic field. This chapter will employ THz time-
domain spectroscopy to investigate further the role of interfaces in these photogalvanic
phenomena. In particular, the effects of either Cu or ZnO interlayers on the photocurrents
in Co/X/Pt (X = Cu, ZnO) have been studied by varying the thickness of the interlayers
up to 5 nm. The results are discussed in terms of spin-diffusion phenomena and interfacial
spin–orbit torque.
Adapted from: G. Li, R.V. Mikhaylovskiy, K.A. Grishunin, J.D. Costa, Th. Rasing, and A.V.




This chapter is a continuation of the laser-induced ultrafast photocurrents
in Co/Pt systems as was discussed in Chap. 3. The use of femtosecond laser
pulses and photo-galvanic phenomena is a promising approach for ultrafast
generation and control of photocurrents in spintronic devices [37, 65]. We
will be discussing two mechanisms of such generation in Co/Pt based
systems, which is one of the most popular model systems in spintronic
research [20, 81–83].
The first mechanism is based on ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization
of Co grown in such a way that it has in-plane magnetization [61, 73, 84].
The demagnetization of the Co layer results in a spin current injection into
the Pt layer. Then, due to the inverse spin-Hall effect, originating from the
spin-orbit interaction in the Pt-layer, the spin current is converted into a
charge current [9, 40, 71]. The direction of the charge current is perpen-
dicular to both the magnetization and the normal to the Co/Pt interface.
The polarity of the current can be changed by changing the polarity of the
magnetization. The current does not depend on the polarization of light.
The second mechanism requires circularly polarized optical excitation.
It is similar to the spin-galvanic effect reported first by Ganichev et al. for
non-centrosymmetric semiconductors [21]. It was shown that electrical
photocurrents can be induced at the interface of Co/Pt, where the direction
of the current can be switched by changing the magnetization and the
polarization of light [10]. Broken inversion symmetry in combination with
spin-orbit interaction at the interface are essential for a non-zero spin-
orbit torque responsible for the reciprocal connection between the electrical
current and the magnetization tilting [16, 22, 23, 75, 85]. The optical tilting
of the magnetization can happen either via the inverse Faraday effect or the
optical spin transfer torque, respectively [41, 81, 82]. It was suggested that
in the case of Co/Pt with the Co-layer magnetized in the sample plane, this
torque produces an electrical current in the direction perpendicular to the
Co/Pt interface and parallel to the magnetization [10].
As was shown in the previous chapter, the interfaces responsible for
the inversion symmetry breaking must play an important role for both
mechanisms of generating femtosecond photocurrents in Co/Pt bilayers.
In particular, these mechanisms must depend on the nature and thickness
of the interlayer between Co and Pt. The goal of this work is to elucidate
how metallic Cu and semiconducting ZnO interlayers affect the generation
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of photocurrents in Co/Pt heterostructures. With the help of THz emission
spectroscopy we find the helicity dependent laser induced THz emission to
be more sensitive to the interface than the helicity independent one. This
helicity dependent emission can be explained in terms of spin-dependent
photogalvanic effects, for which the intermixing of spin-polarized electrons
of Co and Pt is crucial.
4.2 Sample fabrication
The samples were fabricated by J. D. Costa at the International Iberian
Nanotechnology Laboratory in Braga, Portugal.
The studied multilayer samples were deposited in a multi-target UHV
sputtering system with a base pressure of 5 × 10−8 torr. For all samples
the procedure starts with the fabrication of a 10 nm thick ferromagnetic
layer of Co deposited on a 500 µm thick glass-substrate. Then, either a layer
of Cu or ZnO is deposited onto Co. The interlayer is then capped with a
2.6 nm thick Pt layer. Two additional samples were fabricated with the Pt
layer directly on the Co layer. The deposition conditions were optimized
for each individual material. For the deposition of Co, Cu, and Pt a DC
current of 100 mA, 75 mA, and 100 mA and an Ar flux of 7 sccm, 20 sccm,
and 10 sccm were applied, respectively. For ZnO an Ar flow of 15 sccm was
applied and a RF power of 50 W was needed due to charge accumulation.
These conditions give depositions rates smaller than 1 Å s−1, which allow
for a precise control of the layer thickness. All samples were deposited
on top of a magnetic pallet, a permanent magnet that induced a uniaxial
in plane magnetic anisotropy on the magnetic films. X-ray reflectivity
characterization of similarly grown Co/Pt samples, as reported in Ref.[10],
showed that the interface roughness between the Co and Pt layers is about
1 nm. The studied samples were grown following a similar procedure and
thus also in this case a high roughness of the boundaries between the layers
in the studied heterostructures is expected.
4.3 Experiment
We will briefly go through experimental scheme. However, is it advised
to have read Chap. 2.2.2 and Chap. 3.3 for a more complete understanding
of the experiment. The THz radiation is excited from the studied samples
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by employing 40 fs circularly polarized laser pulses at a repetition rate
of 500 Hz with a central wavelength at 800 nm and a fluence of 0.6 mJ
cm−2. The helicity of the circularly polarized light was varied from left to
right handedness using a quarter wave-plate. An external bias magnetic
field up to 0.1 tesla was applied in the sample plane. The emitted THz
radiation was then focused by a pair of gold coated parabolic mirrors onto
a 1 mm thick ZnTe crystal. When the THz radiation passes through the
ZnTe crystal it induces a change in the birefringence proportional to the
amplitude of the electric field. This phenomenon is called the Pockels effect.
The linear birefringence induced in this crystal by the emitted THz electric
field pulse was probed by another ultrashort laser pulse at the wavelength
of 800 nm. The THz-induced birefringence can be seen as the ellipticity of
the polarization of the laser pulse acquired after interaction with the ZnTe
crystal. To measure the ellipticity and thus to quantify the strength of the
emitted THz electric field, a balance detector is employed.
In the chosen coordinate system the pump beam and the emitted THz
radiation were directed along the ẑ-axis, which was also the normal to the
sample (see Fig. 4.1(a) and Fig. 4.1(c)). The magnetic field was always
applied along the x̂- axis either up (+M) or down (−M). The experiments
were performed with left- (+σ) and right- (−σ) handed circularly polarized
pump pulses. In order to probe different mechanisms of photocurrent
generation in the experiments, the Ex and the Ey components of the emitted
THz electric field were measured with the help of a wire-grid polarizer
between the sample and the electro-optical crystal ZnTe.
The THz emission signals which depend on the polarization of the pump
were distinguished from the ones which are not affected by the change of
the pump polarization. The helicity dependent (EHD) and independent
(EHI ) THz signal of the electric field radiation can be calculated using Eq.
(3.1) and Eq. (3.2) in chapter 3.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 THz emission from the Co/Pt bilayers
The geometry of the experiments and the results of the time-resolved
measurements of the emitted THz electric field are shown in Fig. 4.1(b),
for the case when the polarization of the electric field is along the ŷ-axis.
The experiments were performed for two polarities of the magnetization
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and two helicities of the pump light. It is seen that only a change of the
magnetization results in a different outcome of the experiment and the
measured dynamics is helicity independent. A spin current is generated
from the Co layer due to the demagnetization by the femtosecond pump
laser pulse. This current flows into the Pt layer where, due to a strong spin-
orbit interaction, the electrons are deviated in the direction perpendicular
to their momentum and spin. This mechanism is known as the inverse
spin-Hall effect [20, 83]. To confirm this, we will compare the detected THz
signals from two configurations: the first configuration is where the pump
is incident on Co/Pt, the second is where the pump is incident on Pt/Co.
Further in this chapter notations like Co/Cu/Pt or Co/ZnO/Pt will be used,
meaning that light is incident first on the glass-substrate and the Co layer.
Notations Pt/Cu/Co or Pt/ZnO/Co mean that light is incident from the
opposite side hitting the Pt layer first. The THz signals in Fig. 4.1(e) reveal
the asymmetric THz field traces for the two directions of the spin current.
The weaker THz signal and longer pulse is because the emitted THz field
has to travel through the glass-substrate in the Pt/Co pump configuration
and suffers dispersion and absorption.
Measuring the polarization of the detected THz signal allows us to reveal
different photocurrents (see Fig. 4.1(c, d)). It is seen that the dynamics
is sensitive to both the magnetization and the helicity of the pump light.
A possible origin of the helicity dependent THz signal (EHD) is the spin-
dependent photogalvanic effect at the interface, where it shows Rashba
symmetry and broken space inversion symmetry [10, 21, 75]. The origin of
the helicity independent THz signal (EHI ) is understood as spin polarized
electrons coming from the demagnetized Co layer [40, 61]. The asymmetric
THz signal seen in Fig. 4.1(f) indicates the significance of the broken space
inversion symmetry for the photocurrent. Moreover, the asymmetry in both
the electric field polarizations means that the emitted THz electric field
must be of electric dipole origin. It shows that the dynamics of the Ex and
Ey components correspond to the THz radiation emitted by the helicity
dependent and independent photocurrents, respectively. Note that these
two mechanisms generate simultaneously a THz electric field radiation with
perpendicular polarization with respect to each other. The spin to charge
conversion via the inverse spin-Hall effect or charge current excitation via
spin-orbit torque can therefore be studied independently in one experiment,
detecting THz light of two mutually orthogonal polarizations. Evidently,
interfaces play a significant role for the helicity dependent phenomena and
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Figure 4.1: The experimental geometry for the detection of (a) the helicity
dependent and (c) the helicity independent THz emission in Co/X/Pt with X
= ZnO or Cu. The time traces of the electric field component for two polarities of
the magnetization (+M , −M ) and two helicities of light (+σ, −σ) are shown in
(b) and (d) for Ex and Ey , respectively. The time-resolved traces of (e) the helicity
independent electric field EHI and (f) the helicity dependent electric field EHD
measured for two orientations of the sample (Co/Pt, Pt/Co). EHD and EHI are
calculated from the raw data according to Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2).
can be important for the helicity independent phenomena. To study the
significance of the Co/Pt interface two types of interlayers (ZnO and Cu)
are introduced and studied the generated photocurrent as a function of the
interlayer thickness.
4.4.2 The role of the ZnO interlayer
Aiming to reveal the effects of a ZnO interlayer on the generation of
photocurrents and subsequent THz radiation, three different types of ex-
periments were performed. In the first two experiments the THz emission
was studied as a function of the interlayer thickness for two orientations
of the sample, Co/ZnO/Pt and Pt/ZnO/Co, respectively. A pump pulse
with a fluence of 0.6 mJ cm−2 and a central wavelength of 800 nm was
used for the excitation. The third type of experiment was performed with
a pump fluence of 35 µJ cm−2 with a central wavelength of 400 nm. As
ZnO is a semiconductor with a bandgap of 3.4 eV, it is interesting to check
if a change in the pump photon energy from 1.5 eV to 3.1 eV will affect
the studied thickness dependencies. These experiments were successful
only for the Co/ZnO/Pt orientation of the sample. Similar experiments for
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the case of Pt/ZnO/Co orientation of the sample in principle give smaller
THz signals due to absorption of the THz light in the glass-substrate. Due
to the absorption in the substrate, the THz signal generated by a pump
fluence of 35 µJ cm−2 and a central wavelength of 400 nm for the orientation
Pt/ZnO/Co was below the sensitivity of the experimental setup. Moreover,
for the Co/ZnO/Pt orientation the THz signal was only visible for a ZnO
interlayer thickness up to 2 nm.
We start with the first two experiments of the pump pulse at a central
wavelength of 800 nm. With the introduction of the ZnO interlayer a strong
suppression of the THz signal is observed (see Fig. 4.2). In Fig. 4.2(a) the
helicity dependent component EHD is fully suppressed after separating
the Co and Pt layers by just 2 nm of ZnO while for 1 nm ZnO the helicity
dependent THz signal is small. As previously mentioned the interface
roughness is assumed to be 1 nm, which might explain the small THz signal
at 1 nm ZnO. Due to the large roughness, the formation of Co-islands are
very likely to form during the growth these small regions of Co can still be
in contact with the Pt layer. Increasing the thickness to up to 2 nm results in
a complete suppression of EHD. This indicates the importance of a direct
electrical contact between the Co and Pt layers for the generation of the
helicity dependent photocurrent. The helicity independent component EHI
also shows a strong decay of the amplitude, but it is still clearly visible up
to a thickness of 5 nm (see Fig. 4.2(b)).
To estimate the THz electric field strength, the Fourier spectra of EHI
and EHD time traces are calculated, the amplitude of every spectrum peaks
roughly around 1.5 THz. Absorption of ZnTe suppresses the THz signal
above 3 THz, resulting in a strong suppression of the sensitivity of the
THz detection above this frequency. At low frequencies the sensitivity is
suppressed due to the fact that the wavelength of the radiation becomes
comparable with characteristic sizes of the spectrometer [86]. The amplitude
of the THz signal is generally lower for the Pt/X/Co configuration due to
the absorption of the THz emission in the glass-substrate. To quantify the
strength of the spectrally broad THz emission we introduce the integrated
THz electric field. To calculate this quantity we first must define the
sensitivity range by setting two cut-off frequencies at both sides of the peak
(see the orange region in the inset of Fig. 4.3(b)). These cut-off frequencies
are defined as those corresponding to 50% of the peak amplitude. By
integrating over this frequency range we obtain the integrated field strength
|E| of the helicity independent and dependent THz signal.
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Figure 4.2: Time traces of the (a) helicity dependent (EHD) and (b) helicity
independent (EHI ) component for different ZnO interlayer thicknesses. The
pump laser pulse has a central wavelength of 800 nm and the experiments were
performed for the Co/ZnO/Pt orientation of the structures.
Fig. 4.3 shows the integrated helicity dependent and independent THz
field strengths. The uncertainty in the interlayer thickness depends on the
fabrication process, and we assume it to be 1 nm, corresponding to the
interface roughness. The integrated field strength value for each interlayer
thickness was averaged over a minimum of 3 measurements and the error
margin extracted from the measurements was less than 5%. Therefore, the
error bars are left out for the sake of clarity. The data in Fig. 4.3(a) confirms
that for different pump incidences and pump wavelengths, the helicity
dependent THz signal |EHD| is almost fully suppressed after separation
of the Co and Pt layers. On the other hand, the helicity independent THz
signal |EHI | reveals a strong decay with respect to the ZnO thickness (see
Fig. 4.3(b)). The decay of |EHI | is then phenomenologically found to be
exponentially decreasing with interlayer thickness as
|E| = |E0|e−
z
l + |Ebg|, (4.1)
where |E| is the integrated field intensity of the THz electric field, l is the
diffusion length, and |Ebg| is an offset due to the background noise. The
corresponding fits are shown in Fig. 4.3(b) for Co/ZnO/Pt.
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Figure 4.3: The integral strength of the THz electric field as a function of the ZnO
interlayer is obtained by integrating the amplitude of the Fourier spectrum |E|
over the frequency range between two cut-off frequencies corresponding to the
half-maximum. (a) The helicity dependent |EHD| and (b) the helicity independent
|EHI | integral THz field. Squares (red) and rhombuses (orange) correspond to the
THz emission excited by a pump pulse with a central wavelength of 800 nm and
a fluence of 0.6 mJ cm−2 incident on Co/ZnO/Pt and Pt/ZnO/Co, respectively.
The circles (blue) show the THz electric field corresponding to a pump at a central
wavelength of 400 nm and fluence of 35 µJ cm−2 incident on Co/ZnO/Pt. The
solid lines are the fitted exponential decay functions. The inset on panel (b) shows
an exemplary spectrum of the measured time trace signal highlighting the range
for the integration (orange).
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4.4.3 The role of the Cu interlayer
It is expected that laser excited electrons will be able to flow almost freely
through the Cu interlayer, so one can anticipate qualitatively different
results in the case of the Cu interlayer. Similar experiments were performed
on the Co/Cu/Pt samples using pump pulses with a central wavelength
of 800 nm incident at Co/Cu/Pt and Pt/Cu/Co structures, respectively.
The same analysis was used to extract the integrated field strength for the
helicity dependent and independent fields. The thickness dependence of
|EHD| and |EHI | were fitted using Eq. (4.1). The thickness dependence of
the helicity dependent and independent THz emission in shown in Fig. 4.4
for the structures with the Cu interlayer. Both the helicity dependent and
the helicity independent THz signals in Co/Cu/Pt scale differently with the
interlayer thickness compared to the case of Co/ZnO/Pt. The THz electric
field strength of the helicity dependent THz signal in Fig. 4.4(a) shows an
exponential decay compared to the immediate suppression in the case of
ZnO. The integrated field strength of the helicity independent THz signal
in Fig. 4.4(b) show a significantly slower decay of the |EHI | THz signal as a
function of the Cu thickness compared to the ZnO interlayer.
4.5 Discussion
The time-resolved THz emission experiments on Co/ZnO/Pt and Co/Cu/Pt
show that the introduction of an interlayer results in a decrease of the
strength of the THz emission. Increasing the interlayer thickness leads to
a further weakening of the THz emission. The decay rates deduced from
the experiments are summarized in the Tab. 4.1 and Tab. 4.2. It shows that
the decay length for the case of the pump being incident at Co/X/Pt is
characterized by nearly the same decay length as for the case of the pump
being incident at Pt/X/Co. This is expected since space inversion does
not influence the decay. From the data three important conclusions can be
drawn.
Firstly, the structures with the ZnO interlayer show about 28 times
faster decay of the THz field strength of the helicity independent THz
emission compared to the Cu interlayer structures. This fact shows that
the conducting contact between Co and Pt layers is important for the
mechanism of THz emission. In particular, this observation agrees with the
expected microscopic mechanism in which THz radiation is generated as a
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Figure 4.4: The integral strength of the THz electric field as a function of the Cu
interlayer is obtained by integrating the amplitude of the Fourier spectrum |E|
over the frequency range between two cut-off frequencies. The cut-off frequencies
were introduced as those corresponding to the half-maximum. (a) The helicity
dependent |EHD| and (b) the helicity independent |EHI | integral THz field. Circles
(red) and squares (blue) correspond to the THz emission excited by a pump pulse
with a central wavelength of 800 nm and a fluence of 0.6 mJ cm−2 incident on
Co/Cu/Pt and Pt/Cu/Co, respectively. The solid lines are the fitted exponential
decay functions.
result of a spin current from Co to Pt and spin to charge conversion of the
current due to the inverse spin-Hall effect in Pt.
Secondly, the THz field strength is observed to be weaker for the case
when the pump is incident at Pt/X/Co (see Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.4) compared
to the case when the pump is incident at Co/X/Pt. This is due to absorption
of the THz radiation in the glass-substrate. Note that the electrons traveling
from Pt to Co do not contribute to the discussed THz emission. If the
light pulse first hits the other layers before it reaches Co, the light energy
transfered to the electrons in Co is decreased due to the absorption in Pt,
Cu, and ZnO.
Thirdly, the experiments in which Co/ZnO/Pt heterostructures were
pumped with light at the wavelengths of 400 nm and 800 nm, respectively,
also showed nearly the same decay lengths. This observation is again in
agreement with the mechanism of generation of THz radiation due to the
spin currents and inverse spin-Hall effect. Since the spin currents originate
from ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization of Co, it is reasonable to
expect that the strength of the spin currents and the demagnetization
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share the same dependence on the wavelength of the laser excitation. The
efficiency and the speed of the demagnetization are hardly sensitive to
the excitation wavelengths. Moreover, the THz spectrum does not change
shape and its amplitude scales linearly with the pump fluence up to 1
mJ cm−2 [10]. As a result, the demagnetization in the thermodynamical
three-temperature model is only defined by the optical energy pumped
into the electron subsystem [39, 72]. This is still the most popular model in
ultrafast magnetism. Consequently, also for the spin current a change of
the wavelength of the pump light does not lead to significant changes.
Since spin transport is the origin of the THz emission in Co/X/Pt struc-
tures, it is interesting to compare the decay lengths obtained in the experi-
ment with values in literature. From Tab. 4.1 we obtain an average ultrafast
spin diffusion length of lufsf = 0.4 nm for ZnO. From literature we find a
spin diffusion length of lsf = 6.2 nm obtained in thermal equilibrium from
magneto-resistance measurements at 200 K by Althammer et al. [87]. Our
measured decay length is shorter by more than an order of magnitude. It is
also important to point out that the spin diffusion length in Ref.[87] was
measured at 200 K while the spin diffusion length increases with decreasing
temperature. While the decay length of Co/ZnO/Pt was measured at room-
temperature it is still much shorter than the spin diffusion length of Ref.[87],
if extrapolated to 300 K.
In the case of the Cu interlayer, the decay in the helicity independent
THz field strength in Fig. 4.4(b) shows a nearly linear relation. This is
because at relatively large decay lengths the exponential decay can be
approximated as a linear function following the first order of a Taylor series
for the first few nanometers. The average ultrafast spin diffusion length
for Cu, extracted from Eq. (4.1), (see Tab. 4.2) is lufsf = 11 nm and is of
the same order as the spin-diffusion length (lsf = 38 nm) obtained from
magneto-resistance measurements in multilayered Co/Cu thin wires by
Voegeli et al. [88]. However, our reported decay length is still 3 times
lower. Comparing with other spin diffusion lengths in literature, we find
a much larger disagreement [89, 90]. The main difference is that in our
experiment the spin current pulses are generated at an ultrashort timescale
and reveal quantities which describe transport properties of strongly non-
equilibrium electrons, while conventional transport measurements study
spin diffusion in the vicinity of thermodynamic equilibrium. Moreover, it
should be noted that the spin diffusion length in Cu is strongly correlated
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pump incident THz field l (nm) λpump (nm)
Co side EHI 0.4 ± 0.13 400
Co side EHI 0.4 ± 0.01 800
Pt side EHI 0.3 ± 0.04 800
Table 4.1: The decay lengths for the ZnO interlayer. The pump pulse is incident
on either Co or Pt side of the sample (first column). The helicity dependent (EHD)
and independent (EHI ) THz signal (second column) with their respective decay
lengths (third column). The samples were pumped with wavelengths of 400 nm
and 800 nm (fourth columnn).
to the bulk transport [88]. In this experiment the interlayer transport was
measured in thin nm-layers, while the conventional transport experiments
use 25 nm thick or even thicker layers with stronger bulk properties. It is
possible that interface properties play a significant role in reducing the spin
diffusion length.
The effect of a varying Cu interlayer was studied before by Wu et al. [62].
It was found that the THz signal gradually decreases with Cu thickness,
corresponding with our observations. It was concluded that the bulk
inverse spin-Hall effect is the dominant mechanism of THz electric field
radiation since no abrupt change from interfacial effects was observed upon
insertion of a Cu interlayer.
The helicity dependent EHD THz signal is heavily dependent on the
properties of the interface between Co and Pt where the space inversion
symmetry is broken. It is seen from the thickness dependence of the
structures with the ZnO interlayer (see Fig. 4.2(a) and Fig. 4.3(a)) that
the helicity dependent current is significantly suppressed already at 1 nm
separation of the Co and Pt layers. Replacing ZnO with Cu results in a
completely different behavior. The helicity dependent THz signal gradually
decreases with Cu thickness. It follows an exponential function with a decay
length of l = 1.5 nm. All the observations of THz emission from samples
with Cu and ZnO interlayers show that conductivity between the layers of
Co and Pt is of crucial importance for the generation of the photocurrents.
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pump incident THz field l (nm)
Co side EHI 11 ± 3.4
Pt side EHI 11 ± 3
Co side EHD 1.3 ± 0.2
Pt side EHD 1.8 ± 0.3
Table 4.2: The decay lengths for the Cu interlayer. The pump pulse is incident on
either Co or Pt side of the sample (first column). The helicity dependent (EHD)
and independent (EHI ) THz signal (second column) with their respective decay
lengths (third column). The samples were all pumped with a wavelength of 800
nm.
4.6 Conclusions
Experimental studies of the THz emission induced by femtosecond laser
pulses in Co/ZnO/Pt and Co/Cu/Pt multilayers reveal that the most
efficient emission is observed for cases when electric conductivity between
Pt and Co layers is high. Helicity independent laser-induced THz emission
appears to be far less sensitive to the interlayer than the helicity dependent
one. For instance, the helicity independent THz emission is observed with
up to 5 nm thick interlayer of Cu and ZnO. As the helicity independent THz
emission is explained as a result of the laser excited spin current from Co to
Pt, the decay of the emission upon an increase of the interlayer thickness
reveals an ultrafast spin-diffusion length for the hot spin-polarized electrons
in the interlayers. At the same time, the helicity dependent THz emission
disappears at 1 nm interlayer of ZnO and experiences an attenuation
of roughly a factor of 10 for the case of 5 nm thick Cu interlayer. The
helicity dependent THz emission is explained in terms of spin-dependent
photogalvanic effects for which it is important to have electrons that feel
the magnetization of Co and spin-orbit interaction of Pt at the same time.
Consequently, helicity dependent THz emission probes the ability of the
spin-polarized electrons of Co and Pt to intermix.
CHAPTER 5
THz emission from femtosecond photocurrents at the
FeRh/Pt interface
Femtosecond laser excitation of FeRh/Pt bilayers launches an ultrafast pulse of electric
photocurrents in the Pt layer and subsequently results in emission of electromagnetic
radiation in the THz spectral range. This chapter will discuss the analysis of the laser-
induced THz emission as a function of external magnetic field, sample temperature and
sample orientation, showing that the photocurrent can emerge due to spin pumping through
the FeRh/Pt interface. The spin pumping from FeRh into Pt does not depend on the
polarization of light and originates from ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization of the
ferromagnetic phase of FeRh.
Adapted from: R. Medapalli, G. Li, S.K.K. Patel, R.V. Mikhaylovskiy, Th. Rasing, A.V. Kimel,




In recent years, there has been increasing interest in antiferromagnetic ma-
terials to dramatically improve spintronics technology in terms of density
and speed [91]. Unlike ferromagnets, antiferromagnetic materials produce
either no or very small stray fields that would minimize cross-talking
between neighboring devices. With spin resonance frequencies that are
usually three orders of magnitude higher than in ferromagnets [92], this
promises to push the operation frequency of spintronics devices to the THz
domain [37]. Understanding spin transport in antiferromagnets is therefore
emerging as one of the hottest topics in magnetism research.
FeRh is a rather unique antiferromagnetic material which undergoes a
first order phase transition to a ferromagnetic state upon temperature in-
crease. Due to this property, FeRh offers a unique playground to investigate
spintronics phenomena across the transition between antiferromagnetic
and ferromagnetic phases in the same material [17, 93]. For instance,
vertical and lateral spin pumping during the phase transition have been
recently reported for FeRh/Pt and FeRh/Py bilayers [94]. Evidence of
THz spin currents in FeRh/Pt was obtained with the help of THz emission
spectroscopy in Ref. [95]. Although, several hypotheses inspired by Refs
[61, 96] have been suggested, the exact origin of the spin currents in FeRh
was not identified. One of the reasons for the difficulties hampering the
interpretation was the observation of rather different temperature depen-
dencies of the net magnetization, measured with the help of a VSM, and
the amplitude of the laser-induced THz emission. While the magnetization
measurements revealed a temperature hysteresis typical for first-order
phase transitions using the VSM, such a temperature hysteresis was not
seen in the THz measurements [95].
This chapter will focus on resolving this ambiguity of the laser-induced
THz emission in an FeRh/Pt bilayer. The source for the THz emission
appears not to depend on the polarization of light (helicity-independent),
which is evidenced by the THz vertical spin currents and originates from
ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization of ferromagnetic FeRh. Its contri-
bution scales with the transition from the antiferromagnetic to the ferro-
magnetic phase.
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5.2 Sample fabrication and characterization
The samples were fabricated by S. K. K. Patel while the vibrating sample
magnetrometry and X-ray measurements were performed by R. Medapalli
at the Center for Memory and Recording Research in San Diego, USA.
For our study two different thicknesses for FeRh (20 nm and 40 nm) are
chosen. First, the FeRh-films were deposited via sputter deposition onto
MgO(001) single crystals and then the samples were capped with 5 nm thick
Pt. The thickness of the heavy-metal layer is chosen such that the inverse
spin-Hall effect based spin-to-charge conversion is efficient [9, 10]. The FeRh
was deposited at 450 ◦C and then post annealed at 800 ◦C for 45 minutes
to improve the crystalline and chemical order. The Pt layer was deposited
at room temperature. The sample structure and quality was characterized
with X-ray reflectometry and diffraction measurements (see Fig. 5.1(a, b)).
The observed small period oscillations originate from the full thickness
of the FeRh/Pt bilayer, and the large period oscillations from the 5 nm Pt
layer. The high-quality reflectometry (Fig. 5.1(a)) and the X-ray diffraction
(Fig. 5.1(b)) indicate a smooth film with epitaxial growth of FeRh(001). The
presence of FeRh (001) and (003) peaks indicate the chemical ordering in
the CsCl-type B2 structure (see Fig. 5.1(d)). At 300 K, the lattice along the
normal to the film is relaxed, leading to compressive strain determined by
the MgO substrate that further leads to differences of expansion between the
in-plane and out-of-plane directions at the antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic
phase transition [97].
The antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic phase transition (Fig. 5.1(c)) was
probed using a VSM showing a clear hysteresis in the phase-transition upon
sweeping the sample temperature, reflecting the first-order character of
the magnetic phase transition. The transition temperature is 370 K under
a modest external magnetic field with a 20 K width of the temperature
hysteresis, showing that within the hysteresis antiferromagnetic and fer-
romagnetic phases can co-exist (see Fig. 5.1(c)). Strain and structurally
inhomogeneous defects can shift randomly the temperature of the phase
transition over the sample, leading to co-existence of antiferromagnetic and
ferromagnetic phases even in a broader range. Several groups reported
observation of ferromagnetic domains at the MgO/FeRh interface at 300
K, well below the temperature of the phase transition [97–99]. This can be
seen in the magnetic hystereses shown in Fig. 5.2 where a weak hysteresis
still can be observed far below the magnetic phase transition.
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Figure 5.1: (a) X-ray reflectometry and (b) X-ray diffraction spectra measured in
MgO/FeRh(40 nm)/Pt(5 nm). (c) The net magnetic moment of the 40 nm-thick
FeRh sample measured with in-plane magnetic field of 150 mT. (d) The crystal
structure and magnetic order in the high temperature antiferromagnet (top) and
low temperature ferromagnet (bottom) phase. (VSM and X-ray measurements
performed by Rajasekhar Medapalli)
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Figure 5.2: Magnetic hystereses of (a) FeRh(20 nm) and (b) FeRh(40 nm) measured
using a VSM at various temperatures during the heat up process. (VSM
measurements performed by Rajasekhar Medapalli)
5.3 Experiment
THz emission spectroscopy was used to study the femtosecond photocur-
rents in FeRh/Pt with an external magnetic field (up to 150 mT) and laser
fluence ( 10 mJ cm−2). The details of the experimental method can be found
in chapter Chap. 2.2.2. Optical pulses with a central wavelength of 800 nm
and a pulse duration of 50 fs were used, operating at a repetition rate of 1
kHz. The pulses were weakly focused to a 2-mm-diameter spot size on the
sample at normal incidence. The magnetization is parallel to the x̂-axis, and
we detect the ŷ component of the electric field of the emitted THz radiation
propagating along the ẑ-axis. An external magnetic field was applied along
the x̂-axis to control the in-plane magnetization. Two opposite directions
of the applied external magnetic field along and anti-parallel to the x̂-axis
are denoted as +M and -M, respectively. The THz emission generated from
the sample was focused onto a ZnTe crystal by two gold coated parabolic
mirrors. The THz electric field was measured by detecting the ellipticity
changes of the gating pulse induced by the Pockels effect in ZnTe using a
balance detector in combination with a lock-in amplifier.
As was discussed in Chap. 3 and Chap. 4, laser-induced spin currents
are converted into charge currents via the inverse spin-Hall effect, which
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in turn produces THz radiation. This mechanism is independent of the
helicity of the light. Femtosecond laser pulses excite the sample, changing
the magnetization of FeRh and photo-excite spin currents from FeRh to
Pt. The currents entering the Pt layer have spin polarization along the
magnetization of the ferromagnetic phase (±M). In Pt the spin-to-charge
conversion takes place due to the inverse spin-Hall effect. This mechanism
is very similar to the one employed in Ref. [94] to study vertical spin
pumping in magnetic/heavy-metal thin-film bilayers. Wire-grid polarizers
were used to filter the measured THz emission polarized along the ŷ-axis.
This gives the opportunity to specifically study the electric field component
of the helicity-independent (Ey) mechanism [38, 40]. A thermocouple heater
was used to vary the temperature of the sample between 300−450 K (heating
process) or 450−300 K (cooling process).
5.4 Results
The helicity-independent THz electric field components were measured
at various temperatures during the heating as well as the cooling process.
The waveforms corresponding to the dynamics of the (helicity-independent)
ŷ-component exhibit comparable shapes (see inset of Fig. 5.4(b)), with only
a change in the amplitude with changing sample temperature. This suggests
that the spectrum of the THz emission and the sub-picosecond dynamics
of the helicity-independent spin current does not depend on the relative
antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phase contributions. The time traces
of the y-component of the pump induced THz electric field emission for
two opposite directions of the applied external magnetic field (B = ±150
mT) measured at 450 K (ferromagnetic phase) are shown in the top panel of
Fig. 5.3(a). The THz frequency ranges up to 3 THz and peaks around 0.75
THz.
There is a change of sign in the detected THz waveforms upon reversal
of the external magnetic field direction. The sample was pumped from
both the substrate-side as well as the Pt-capping side. The corresponding
time traces of the THz emission signal are shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 5.3(a). For a given magnetic field direction, a change in sign of the
laser-induced THz signals after rotating the sample by 180 degrees around
the x̂-axis indicates that the emitter of the THz Ey field is of electric dipole
origin [10, 100]. The symmetries of the experiments are in full agreement
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Figure 5.3: (a) Time traces of the THz signal measured at 450 K; the top panel
shows Ey for two opposite orientations of the magnetization, +M (red) and -M
(black) while the bottom panel shows Ey for a fixed magnetization when the laser
pumping was done from the MgO-substrate side or from the Pt-cap side. (b) The
|Ey,max|) as a function of T for both heating and cooling processes. The magnetic
moments measured with VSM are shown as solid red and blue lines. The arrows
correspond to the heating and cooling processes. (VSM measurements performed
by Rajasekhar Medapalli)
with the mechanism discussed in refs [10, 40], where a sub-picosecond
demagnetization of Co launched a vertical spin current across the Pt/Co
interface and the Pt layer converted the spin current into a charge current
via the inverse spin-Hall effect [101]. In our case, the spin current can
originate either from magnetization induced in the antiferromagnetic phase
due to an ultrafast phase transition to the ferromagnetic state [102–104], or
due to an ultrafast demagnetization of the ferromagnetic domains [105]
present in FeRh at higher temperatures or even below the temperature of
the phase transition.
The peak value of the detected THz Ey field component denoted as
Ey,max is plotted as a function of temperature for the heating and cooling
processes (see Fig. 5.3(b)). For comparison, the static net magnetic moment
curves measured by VSM (for both heating and cooling) are shown as
solid lines in Fig. 5.3(b) as well. Unlike the behavior of the static net
magnetization, similarly to Ref. [95], the electric field components do not
show any temperature hysteresis. The THz peak amplitude, Ey,max is
plotted in Fig. 5.4(a) as a function of the applied magnetic field strength
at five different initial temperatures (300 K, 360 K, 370 K, 380 K, and 450
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Figure 5.4: (a) The |Ey,max| as a function of the magnetic field for various initial
sample temperatures between 300 and 450 K. The measurements were done during
the cooling process. (b) Fourier spectra of the THz waveforms measured at 360 K
and 450 K without an applied magnetic field with the respective THz waveforms
shown in the inset.
K). It is seen that the magnetic field hysteresis becomes more pronounced
upon temperature increase. The Fourier spectrum of the emitted THz Ey
radiation (see Fig. 5.4(b)) does not depend on the applied magnetic field,
which shows that the field does not affect the sub-picosecond dynamics of
the vertical spin currents across the interface.
5.5 Discussion
We performed time-resolved THz emission spectroscopy on FeRh/Pt
at temperatures ranging from 300 K to 450 K. The lack of temperature-
hysteresis in the THz measurements (see Fig. 5.3(b)) is a result of the stro-
boscopic nature of the experiment, which implies measurement of the THz
electric field averaging over many heating-cooling cycles. From the very
beginning of ultrafast magnetism, it is well established that stroboscopic
measurements of spin dynamics cannot adequately reveal a temperature
hysteresis [107]. More particularly, a temperature-hysteresis implies that
in a certain temperature range the medium has multiple stable states. This
is illustrated in Fig. 5.5 where the free energy function is sketched at three
different temperatures. When the laser pulse excite the FeRh sample, it
gains enough energy to overcome the antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic
phase transition energy barrier, illustrated in the middle curve in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: An illustration of the free energy as a function of the ferromagnetic order
parameter for three temperature regions; above the Curie temperature (TCurie),
between the Curie temperature and the phase transition (TPT) and below the phase
transition [106].
Therefore, there is a finite probability that after each pump-induced heating
the medium relaxes to one or another metastable state. The temperature
dependence of the THz emission shown in Fig. 5.3(b) indicates that the
probability of the relaxation to each of the two stable states is 50%. Once
cooled below the phase transition temperature the chance to find a ferro-
magnetic phase is expressed by a local minimum while the global minimum
is antiferromagnetic, as is illustrated by the bottom curve in Fig. 5.5. This
makes it possible to observe a ferromagnetic phase even far below the phase
transition at regions such as the surface and the interfaces [97].
It is known that a moderate magnetic field and a relatively narrow range
of temperature change should not affect the timescale of ultrafast laser-
induced demagnetization of metallic ferromagnets [5]. At the same time,
launching a phase transition from an antiferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic
phase will generate ferromagnetic nuclei with random orientations [108]
of their magnetizations and the speed with which the magnetizations will
be aligned along the applied magnetic field should be a function of the
magnetic field and temperature [108–110]. Therefore, the fact that the THz
spectra are neither influenced by temperature nor magnetic field suggests
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Figure 5.6: (a) Time traces of the Ey THz emission from MgO/FeRh(20 nm)/Pt(5
nm) (black) and MgO/FeRh(40 nm)/Pt(5 nm) (red). The measurements were done
for the case of T = 450 K with saturation along +M. (b) The net magnetic moment
of 20 nm-thick (black) and 40 nm-thick (red) FeRh measured with an in-plane
magnetic field of 150 mT during the heat up process.
that the origin of the THz emission is the spin current across the FeRh/Pt
interface, due to an ultrafast demagnetization of already present ferromag-
netic FeRh domains. The laser-induced Ey THz emission from a thinner
stack of MgO/FeRh(20 nm)/Pt(5 nm) was measured additionally. In Fig.
5.6, the Ey THz electric field signals measured in MgO/FeRh(20 nm)/Pt(5
nm) is compared with the Ey THz electric field measured in MgO/FeRh(40
nm)/Pt(5 nm). It shows that when the magnetic layer thickness is reduced
by half, the Ey THz peak-to-peak value that is proportional to the degree
of ultrafast demagnetization is reduced by about 50%. The total magnetic
moment of 20 nm-thick FeRh in the ferromagnetic phase scales with the
same factor and is reduced by half with respect to the 40 nm-thick FeRh
sample. This finding supports the argument that the observed Ey THz
emission corresponds to the spin-to-charge conversion of laser-induced
spin currents in Pt [62].
Recently, it has been shown that the generation of a backflow charge cur-
rent from a ferromagnet/dielectric interface by femtosecond laser excitation
and its subsequent conversion into a transverse transient charge current via
the anomalous Hall effect, leads to an emission of THz radiation [62, 111].
One may argue that the observed Ey THz emission in our experiments
could also be due to a backflow of the laser-induced spin currents at the
MgO/FeRh and FeRh/Pt interfaces, and their subsequent conversion into
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a net transverse charge current due to the anomalous Hall effect in FeRh.
In this case one would expect almost no difference in the strengths of the
Ey THz electric fields measured in FeRh for different capping layers. This
was studied for MgO/FeRh/Pt and MgO/FeRh/Au bilayers (see Fig. 6.5
in Chap. 6) where the amplitude of the Ey THz from FeRh/Pt is much
larger compared to that from FeRh/Au. This is attributed to the effective
spin-to-charge conversion in Pt [9, 10] that has a larger spin-Hall angle
compared to Au, suggesting that the observed Ey THz signals are mainly
due to the inverse spin-Hall effect in Pt rather than the anomalous Hall
effect in FeRh itself.
5.6 Summary
In summary, we discussed the absence of the temperature hysteresis
near first order magnetic phase transition in FeRh when probed with time-
resolved THz spectroscopy. The helicity independent THz emission in an
FeRh/Pt bilayer originates from ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization
of ferromagnetic FeRh and the inverse spin-Hall effect in the Pt-film. The
THz electric field increases dramatically when the sample was heated from
the antiferromagnetic phase to the ferromagnetic phase. However, a small
THz emission signal was still present below the magnetic phase transition.
This small THz signal originates from stable ferromagnetic domains at the
interfaces far below the phase transition temperature.

CHAPTER 6
Multiscale dynamics at the
antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic phase transition in
FeRh
Using a double pump pulse approach and laser-induced THz emission as an ultrafast
amperemeter and magnetometer, we will show in this chapter that a femtosecond laser
pulse generates ferromagnetic nuclei in a FeRh/Pt bilayer, i.e. these nuclei acquire a net
magnetization and a susceptibility to a magnetic field. We observed a latency between the
initial laser excitation and the emergence of a net magnetization of 10 ps in FeRh/Au and
20 ps in FeRh/Pt. We argue that this latency is intrinsic to the first-order phase transition
from the antiferromagnetic to the ferromagnetic state and must be present even in the case
when the sign of the exchange interaction changes instantaneously.
Adapted from: G. Li, R. Medapalli, J.H. Mentink, R.V. Mikhaylovskiy, S.K.K. Patel, A.K.




Understanding how fast short-range interactions build up long-range
order is one of the most intriguing topics in condensed matter physics. In
magnetism, this is where the microscopic spin-spin exchange interaction
is ultimately responsible for the ordering of spins and the emergence of a
macroscopic net magnetization. An intriguing example that has attracted
considerable attention in material science [17], magnetic recording [112]
and spintronics [94] is the first-order magnetic phase transition in FeRh.
Below the phase transition temperature (TPT = 370 K), the material is in
the antiferromagnetic phase with two antiparallel Fe sublattices while
the Rh sites have no magnetic moment. Above TPT, the material is in
the ferromagnetic phase where the Rh sites gain a magnetic moment
and the magnetization of the Fe and Rh sublattices align parallel. This
phase transition of FeRh upon heating has become a heavily studied and
controversial subject in magnetism [17].
The availability of femtosecond laser pulses as ultrafast heat sources
initiated a plethora of experimental studies of the speed at which the
magnetization emerges. The very first time-resolved experiments showed
that when a femtosecond infrared pulse excites FeRh, a sub-picosecond
magneto-optical Kerr signal assigned to the growth of the net magnetization
was observed [102, 103]. A similar study when probed with a X-ray pulse,
could not definitively reveal any changes of the signal between the time
delays 0 ps and 10 ps [106]. Other X-ray studies suggested that the transition
to the ferromagnetic state must occur on a timescale of 100 ps [113–115]. Re-
cently, THz emission from ultrafast magnetization dynamics was reported
in FeRh/Pt where THz emission below TPT was suggested to originate
from interfacial magnetism [95]. Hence the kinetics of the femtosecond
laser-induced first-order phase transition from the antiferromagnetic to the
ferromagnetic state in FeRh remains largely unclear.
This controversy arises because practically all time-resolved studies of
the emerging ferromagnetism in FeRh have employed stroboscopic pump-
probe techniques. The latter require that after each pump pulse the medium
relaxes back to the same initial state before the next pump arrives and the
system follows the same path after excitations. At the same time, the first-
order nature of the phase transition in FeRh implies that ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic phases can co-exist in a broad temperature range that can
be much broader than temperature hysteresis may indicate [110]. Several ex-
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periments directly demonstrated not only temperature hysteresis, but even
ferromagnetic domains nucleating at random positions and temperatures,
far below TPT [116–121]. In stroboscopic measurements with high pump
fluences such as the single pump THz emission spectroscopy, after each
pump-induced heating and cooling down, there is a finite probability that
FeRh relaxes either to the initial antiferromagnetic or to the less favorable,
but metastable low-temperature ferromagnetic state. Hence, the next pump
pulse can trigger two types of dynamics: from the antiferromagnetic to
the ferromagnetic state or from the metastable low temperature to the
high temperature ferromagnetic state. This was also discussed in Chap. 5
and it is this uncertainty which hampers the interpretation of stroboscopic
measurements of FeRh and obscures the observation of the transition from
the antiferromagnetic to the ferromagnetic state.
6.2 Experiment
Here we will discuss the potential of a double pump technique [122–
124] to overcome this shortcoming and reveal multiscale kinetics of the
magnetic first-order phase transition in FeRh. If a femtosecond laser pulse
causes a sub-picosecond change of the magnetization or launches a sub-
picosecond photocurrent pulse in the sample plane, the sample will emit
THz radiation of magnetic dipole or electric dipole origin, respectively.
Previous studies have shown that the THz emission from a magnetic dipole
source in ferromagnets can be directly linked to ultrafast magnetization
dynamics, where the electric field of the emitted radiation is proportional
to a current source, E ∝ J = c∇×M with c the speed of light and M the
net magnetization [53, 125].
In magnetic/non-magnetic bilayers, such as FeRh/Pt, ultrafast magneti-
zation dynamics generates a spin current (JS) across the metals interface
that is converted in Pt to a charge current (JC) due to the inverse spin-
Hall effect, JC ∝ M × JS [9, 40]. Ohm’s law, E = σ−1JC (here σ is
the conductivity), then dictates that an electric field is emitted similar to a
varying electric dipole. Hence, the strength of the THz emission is a measure
of ultrafast laser-induced magnetization dynamics with both magnetic
and electric dipole sources. The idea of the double pump experiment is
to generate nuclei of the ferromagnetic phase with the first femtosecond
pump pulse. As soon as the nuclei become ferromagnetic, i.e. acquire a
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Figure 6.1: The timeline of the laser-induced antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic
phase transition in FeRh under an applied magnetic field µ0H . Pump 1 induces the
phase transition at t1. Pump 2 arrives at tn (n = 2, 3,&) triggering THz emission
from the ferromagnetic nuclei aligned along the magnetic field that increases in
intensity with growing ferromagnetic nuclei. The temperature hysteresis of the
FeRh magnetization (top left corner), measured using a VSM shows a characteristic
first-order phase transition.
net magnetization, their excitation with the second femtosecond pump
pulse will launch sub-picosecond magnetization dynamics resulting in
THz emission. The kinetics of the ultrafast laser-induced magnetic phase
transition in FeRh must then be related to the evolution of the THz emission.
In this double pump technique, the first pump pulse (pump 1) excites
the medium at a repetition rate of f1, while the repetition rate of the second
pump (pump 2) is at f2. The duration of the pulses is 50 fs and the fluence is
13(10) mJ cm−2 for pump 1(2), respectively. Using electro-optical sampling
with the help of a ZnTe crystal [58] and a gate pulse at a time delay t, we
detect the electric field of the emitted THz radiation affected by the action of
pump 2. When the pump pulses temporally overlap, using lock-in detection
at the repetition rate of pump 1, we detect the sum of the THz emission
under action of pump 1 and the peak amplitude difference in the THz
electric field (∆E) emitted under action of pump 2 with and without pump
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1, respectively. When the pump pulses do not overlap, we only detect ∆E.
With the lock-in detection at the repetition rate of pump 2, we only detect
the THz emission under action of pump 2. Further details are explained in
Chap. 2.2.3.
For the experiment, epitaxial FeRh thin-film was embedded into a MgO/
FeRh(40 nm)/Pt(5 nm) heterostructure. Both magnetic and structural
characterizations were discussed in Chap. 5.2. Magnetization as a function
of temperature, measured using a VSM and shown in Fig. 6.1, is in
accordance with previous reports — the dependence is characterized by a
temperature hysteresis between 340 K and 400 K.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Electric and magnetic dipole THz sources
Fig. 6.2(a) shows the temporal evolution of the amplitude change of
the THz emission under action of pump 2, ∆E, which corresponds to the
change in the THz emission from the laser-induced nuclei. The data are
shown for the cases when the femtosecond pulses pump the sample from
the side of the Pt-film and from the side of the MgO-substrate, respectively.
The dynamics in these two cases are substantially different, and further
analysis shows that the THz emission originates from at least two sources
with different symmetries with respect to space inversion. In Chap. 2.2.1 we
briefly discussed the various types of sources for generating THz emission.
The THz electric field generated from ultrafast laser-induced magnetization
dynamics is polarized perpendicular to the net magnetization direction
in FeRh. We define this as the magnetic dipole source. The THz electric
field emitted by magnetic dipoles originates in the bulk of FeRh and is
symmetric under space inversion, e.g. the THz electric field does not change
sign upon changing the pumping side of the sample. The THz electric
field generated from charge currents is polarized parallel to flow of the
charge current. If we assume that the charge current originates from spin to
charge conversion due to the inverse spin-Hall effect in Pt, then the charge
current in Pt must flow perpendicular to the net magnetization direction
of FeRh. We define this as the electric dipole source. The THz electric field
emitted by electric dipoles is asymmetric under space inversion, e.g. the
THz electric field will change sign upon changing the pumping side of the
sample [10, 40].
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When the THz emission of the electric dipole is antiparallel to the THz
emission of the magnetic dipole, the ∆E signal can switch sign which
indicates a competition between the electric and magnetic dipole THz
emission. This happens in the case of the Pt-side pumped THz emission.
Exploiting the difference in symmetries, the dynamics of the magnetic EM
and electric EE dipole contributions to the laser-induced changes in the
THz emission can be calculated for the sources of magnetic and electric
dipole origin. The dipole contributions to the ∆E signal pumped from
the MgO-side is defined as ∆EMgO = EM + EE and for the Pt-side is
∆EPt = EM − EE . For this purpose, we take the sum and the difference
between the experimental results for pumping from the MgO- and the
Pt-side. In order to compare these two different experimental results, the








The scaled signal, E
′
(t), is calculated by first normalizing the signal E(t)
to the maximum absolute value. The timestamp t = x is defined at the
point where the THz emission strength of the electric dipole is equal to the
magnetic dipole, this is where ∆E changes sign below TPT while above TPT
it is the timestamp where E(t) reaches its highest absolute value. Absorption
and reflection effects in the MgO-substrate and Pt-film did not influence the
overall dynamics of the ∆E signal significantly and is therefore left out in
the analysis. The magnetic and electric dipole THz emission was extracted
by taking the sum and difference, respectively, between the MgO-side
pumped and Pt-side shown in Fig. 6.2(a).
Fig. 6.2(b) shows how the electric and the magnetic dipole contributions
to the THz emission evolve in time. At 420 K, above the temperature of the
phase transition, where FeRh is in the ferromagnetic phase, we observe a
sub-picosecond drop and a slow recovery of the THz radiation. In this case,
both the pump pulses initiate ultrafast demagnetization of ferromagnetic
FeRh and this demagnetization is accompanied by THz emission. If the first
pump pulse has substantially demagnetized the sample, the second pump
will demagnetize FeRh much less than in the case when the first pump was
not present. Temporal separation of the first and the second pump pulses
result in a partial recovery of the net magnetization and thus in a partial
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Figure 6.2: (a) The double pump THz emission ∆E, at µ0H = 120 mT for the cases
when the MgO/FeRh/Pt heterostructure is pumped from the MgO-side (orange)
or the Pt-side (blue). (b) Dynamics of the magnetic dipole (red) and electric dipole
(purple) contributions to the THz emission deduced from the data in panel (a).
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recovery of the THz emission. Below TPT (300 K and 360 K), the dynamics
of the THz emission of electric and magnetic dipole origin are substantially
different. The sub-picosecond drop and negative sign of the electric dipole
signal must originate from THz emission due to ultrafast demagnetization
of ferromagnetic nuclei [95], which exists even far below TPT [97].
This is supported by Fig. 6.3(a) showing the dynamics of ∆E pumped
from the MgO-substrate side at various temperatures and Fig. 6.3(b)
showing the absolute value of the sub-picosecond drop in the double pump
∆E signal as well as the single pump peak amplitude of the THz waveform.
The drop of the sub-picosecond double pump ∆E signal shows an identical
behavior as a function of temperature with the single pump THz peak
amplitude discussed in Chap. 5.
6.3.2 Magnetic field dependence of FeRh/Pt
In order to suppress the THz emission contributions of the residual
ferromagnetic nuclei as well as contributions of non-magnetic origin [126],
we can use the fact that the dynamics of the newly laser-induced and
randomly oriented ferromagnetic nuclei in FeRh must be susceptible to an
applied magnetic field while the picosecond-dynamics of the residual nuclei
hardly depends on the field in this range. In particular, a magnetic field was
applied in the sample plane and the measurements were performed in field
strengths from 15 mT to 105 mT. The dynamics of ∆E at various magnetic
field strengths is shown in Fig. 6.3(c) and Fig. 6.3(d) shows the ∆E signal
at opposite magnetic field polarity. The ∆E signal in Fig. 6.3(a) shows a
strong dependence to the external magnetic field where the signal strength
increases while the dynamics changes significantly with the increase of the
magnetic field. Moreover, a small but observable signal was still present
when the external magnetic field was zero, likely due to the presence of
the residual ferromagnetic nuclei. The reversal behavior in Fig. 6.3(b) for
opposite field polarity indicates that ∆E clearly represents the change in
magnetization ∆M .
We focus on the case where electric and magnetic dipole contributions
interfere constructively, i.e. when the sample was pumped from the MgO-
side (see Fig. 6.4(a)). Since the demagnetization of the residual ferromag-
netic nuclei does not depend on the magnetic field at low field strengths
[127], we can subtract the data obtained at the field of 15 mT to remove
signals originating from residual ferromagnetic nuclei as well as non-
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Figure 6.3: (a) The double pump THz emission ∆E, at several temperatures
separated at a fixed offset of 5 V/cm in a fixed magnetic field of 120 mT. (b) The
absolute value of the drop in the double pump ∆E signal (black square) and
the single pump THz emission (blue open circle) were extracted as a function of
temperature. (c) The ∆E signal measured at various magnetic field strengths at
300 K and (d) at two opposite magnetic field polarity for µ0H = 120 mT.
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Figure 6.4: (a) The double pump THz emission due to emerging ferromagnetism in
antiferromagnetic FeRh/Pt, ∆E(µ0H)˘∆E(15mT ) (µ0H = 30, 60, and105 mT) at
300 K. Panel (a) shows the sub-nanosecond dynamics, where the solid lines are the
corresponding fits. The inset shows the inverted rise time 1/τRise as a function of
the applied magnetic field. The linear line is a guide to the eye. Panel (b) shows the
picosecond dynamics. The solid lines are linear fits emphasizing a linear increase
between 20 ps and 40 ps. The inset shows the magnetic field dependence of the
slope of the linear fits.
magnetic sources. This will reveal the multiscale kinetics of the laser-
induced ferromagnetic nuclei.
The dynamics were fitted with A1(1 − e−t/τRise) + A2e−t/τRelax , where
τRise and τRelax are the rise and relaxation times, respectively. The plot
of 1/τRise as a function of the magnetic field reveals a linear dependence
(see inset in Fig. 6.4(a)). Although the fit reproduces the overall observed
dynamics, the large mismatch shows that it is insufficient to consider only
two timescales.
To understand the origin of the mismatch, we must study the temporal
evolution of ∆E below 50 ps. It is clear that Fig. 6.4(b) reveals an additional
regime in the dynamics. It is seen that up to 20 ps the THz emission does
not depend on the applied magnetic field, demonstrating that the nuclei
generated by pump 1 are not in the ferromagnetic state yet. The onset of the
sensitivity to the magnetic field and thus the ferromagnetic behavior is seen
only after a latent period of 20 ± 5 ps. After 20 ps, ∆E linearly increases up
to 40 ps, with a slope proportional to the magnetic field (see inset).
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Figure 6.5: The THz emission under action of a single pump from MgO-side
pumping (black) and Pt(or Au)-side pumping (red) at 400 K. The THz emission
was generated in the (a) FeRh/Pt or (b) FeRh/Au heterostructure.
6.3.3 Magnetic field dependence of FeRh/Au
The experiment was repeated on MgO/FeRh(40 nm)/Pt(5 nm), Fig. 6.5
shows the single pump THz emission signal in FeRh/Pt and FeRh/Au
at 400 K. The THz electric field trace is shown for both MgO-side and
Pt(Au)-side pumping. In the case of FeRh/Pt the THz signal changes sign
under space inversion (see Fig. 6.5(a)) while the THz signal does not change
sign under space inversion for FeRh/Au (see Fig. 6.5(b). We argue that in
FeRh/Pt, the THz emission generated by the electric dipole source, which
is odd under space inversion is much stronger than the THz emission
generated by the electric dipole source which is odd under space inversion.
In the case of FeRh/Au, the THz emission generated by the magnetic dipole
source, which is even under space inversion, is much stronger than the THz
emission generated by the electric dipole source, which is odd under space
inversion.
Fig. 6.6(a) shows the subtracted ∆E signal where ∆E measured at 15 mT
was subtracted from the ∆E at various magnetic field strengths. The single
pump THz emission in Fig. 6.5 now shows that the magnetic dipole is the
dominant THz emission source in FeRh/Au while the electric dipole is the
dominant THz emission source in FeRh/Pt. Moreover, the ∆E signal as a
function to the applied magnetic field shows the similar linear dependence
as FeRh/Pt. The solid lines in Fig. 6.6(b) that represents the linear dynamics
at the timescale less than 80 ps shows that ∆E only starts to respond to
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Figure 6.6: The double pump THz emission due to emerging ferromagnetism in
antiferromagnetic FeRh/Au, ∆E(µ0H)˘∆E(15mT ) (µ0H = 30, 60, and105mT) at
300 K. Panel (a) shows sub-nanosecond dynamics, where the solid lines are the
corresponding fits. The inset shows the inverted rise time 1/τRise as a function of
the applied magnetic field. The linear line is a guide to the eye. Panel (b) shows the
picosecond dynamics. The solid lines are linear fits emphasizing a linear increase
between 20 ps and 40 ps. The inset shows the magnetic field dependence of the
slope of the linear fits.
the magnetic field after a latency of 10 ± 3 ps. The extracted 1/τRise (Fig.
6.6(a)) as well as the slope (Fig. 6.6(b)) at the picosecond timescale showed
the similar linear dependence to the magnetic field. Although the signal-
to-noise ratio was much worse, ∆E showed a clear dependence on the
magnetic field only 10 ps after the first laser pulse. Afterwards the signal
grows similarly to the case of FeRh/Pt.
The absence of any ultrafast dynamic in the ∆E(µ0H) – ∆E(15mT) signal
is crucial. This means that any ultrafast dynamics in FeRh must originate
from residual ferromagnetic nuclei and not from the newly laser-induced
nuclei which resulted in the controversy. Moreover, the observed latency in
the ability of the laser-induced nuclei to emit THz radiation is in agreement
with the findings of Ref. [113] that claimed that the phase transition from the
antiferromagnetic to the ferromagnetic state has two intrinsic timescales:
one for the initial nucleation of the ferromagnetic nuclei, which is the
same for both magnetic and structural dynamics, and a second one for the
subsequent growth and alignment of the ferromagnetic nuclei aligned to
the applied magnetic field. While the characteristic time of the structural
changes τ , which eventually lead to a formation of new domains, is defined
by the speed of sound v and the film thickness h(τ = h/v), the processes
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which evolve in the spin system at this timescale have not been discussed
yet and remain unclear.
6.4 Discussion
We performed a time-resolved double pump THz emission spectroscopy
experiment on FeRh/Pt and FeRh/Au. Our results showed a latency in the
emergence of net magnetization of 20 ps for FeRh/Pt and 10 ps for FeRh/Au.
Here we address this issue through the analysis of a first-order phase transi-
tion model in FeRh . First, we consider a scenario where the phase transition
in FeRh may originate from a competition between Heisenberg J1M1 ·M2
and biquadratic interactions J2(M1 ·M2)2 for fixed exchanged parameters
J1 < 0 and J2 > 0 [128, 129]. M1 and M2 are the macroscopic magnetic
moment on the Fe sublattices. Since (M1 · M2)2 decreases faster than
M1 ·M2 upon a temperature increase, the antiferromagnetic(ferromagnetic)
terms dominate at low(high) temperatures. This approach is analogous to
the one employed for the description of the first-order phase transition in
antiferromagnetic CuO [130–132]. Second, we consider a scenario similar
to the magnetic analog of the Jahn-Teller effect, where the deformation
of the crystalline structure can lift the orbital degeneracy of the Rh sites
[133, 134]. This has been ignored until now. The magnetic Jahn-Teller-like
effect implies that the ground states of the Rh sites are degenerate and
exchange coupled with the antiferromagnetic Fe sublattice. The degeneracy
can be lifted by spin-flipping the magnetic structure of the antiferromagnetic
phase, i.e. lowering of the magnetic symmetry around the Rh sites. Since
this phenomenon has a cooperative character, the symmetry of the entire
crystal is lowered. This first-order spin-reorientation phase transition is
then accompanied by the canting of spins, leading to the emergence of a
net magnetization.
Now let us consider the following generic free energy density which
encompasses both scenarios:




The first two terms describe the non-equilibrium exchange energy per unit
cell that is responsible for the formation of M1 and M2. In addition, the
The theoretical framework was developed by J. H. Mentink and A. K. Zvezdin
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uniaxial anisotropy is parametrized with a strength K and the Zeeman
interaction with an applied magnetic field H0, where M = M1 + M2.
The last term in Eq. (6.2) is the free energy of the Rh spin M3. It is
derived assuming an interaction energy ERh = −M3(J3M +H0), where
J3 > 0 parametrizes the Fe-Rh exchange interactions. To obtain a model
involving effective Fe-Fe interactions alone, M3 is integrated out yielding
FRh = −kBT ln(2 cosh(∆/kBT )), with ∆2 = M23 ((J3Mx +H0x)2 + (J3My +
H0y)
2 + (J3Mz +H0z)
2), and M3 ∼ 1µB the magnetic moment of Rh. The
laser-induced demagnetization and the relaxation to the high-temperature
ferromagnetic phase is described using two coupled equations
dMi
dt
= γMi ×Hi +Ri, (6.3)
where γ is the gyromagnetic factor and is negative for an electron, i = 1, 2,





2) + λe(H1 −H2)2, (6.4)
where λr(λe) are the relaxation parameters of relativistic(exchange) origin.
They govern the longitudinal relaxation of the Fe spins commonly observed
in ultrafast laser-induced dynamics of metallic magnets [14, 29, 135] with
the dimension of γM . Under weak magnetic fields one can neglect second-
order terms in the small parameter M · L = (M21 − M22 ) ≪ (M̄21 =
M̄22 ), where M̄i indicates the equilibrium sublattice magnetization. Hence,
even in the presence of longitudinal dynamics, the transition proceeds
analogous to a spin-flop transition, where the net magnetization M grows
perpendicular to the antiferromagnetic vector L (see Fig. 6.1). By analyzing
the equations of motion we can identify the following timescales:
1. The field-independent relaxation of the antiferromagnetic vector L
with τL ∼ 1/(λr + 2λe)(J1 − JLeff (t)) (∼1-10 ps),
2. The field-independent increase of the net magnetization with τM ∼
1/λr(J1 + J
M
eff (t)) (∼10 ps),
3. The field-dependent net increase of the magnetization along the
magnetic field τH ∼ M2/λrM ·H0 (∼100 ps for the fields applied in
the experiment).
Here, JM,Leff includes the static contributions of K supplemented with time-
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dependent terms originating from f
′
(M2i ) = df/dM
2
i , J2M1 · M2, and
dFRh/dMi. Hence, in process (1) no net magnetization is formed during
the relaxation of L and can contribute to the latency in the response of the
spins. Process (2) can also contribute to the latency in the double pump THz
emission. This can be the case when the THz signal from the magnetic field-
independent increase of the net magnetization is below the noise level. Even
if the femtosecond laser causes an instantaneous change of the exchange
interaction, it will first launch spin dynamics dominated by the exchange
field (H1 ≫ H0;H2 ≫ H0). The isotropic exchange interaction alone
cannot change the total spin of the sample. Only after the exchange-driven
dynamics is completed and spins arrive to the collinear ferromagnetic state
does the net magnetization start to grow in the direction of the field due to
the Zeeman term, on a timescale τH ∼ M2/λr ·H0 in accordance with the
inset of Fig. 6.4(b).
Finally, note that in order to clarify the origin of the small difference in
the latency for FeRh/Au and FeRh/Pt, one has to be able to experimentally
distinguish exchange-driven spin dynamics from the dynamics of the
exchange interaction. This is not yet possible, being one of the other
challenges in the field [136–140].
6.5 Summary
To summarize, we discussed the potential of a double pump technique
combined with a THz emission probe to investigate the multiscale kinetics
of a magnetic first-order phase transition. These experiments showed that
ultrafast magnetization dynamics in previous reports can be explained
by relating the signal to the residual ferromagnetic nuclei. We were also
able to distinguish the laser-induced dynamics of the electric and magnetic
dipole contributions to the THz emission from FeRh/Pt. Combined with
the experiments at different magnetic fields we can conclude that nuclei
excited by a femtosecond laser pulse in antiferromagnetic FeRh become
ferromagnetic, i.e. acquire susceptibility to a magnetic field. The nuclei only
become susceptible to the magnetic field after 10 ps in FeRh/Au and 20
ps in FeRh/Pt. It is shown that the latency can be present even with an
instantaneous sign change of the exchange interaction.

CHAPTER 7
Designing a Tb/Co based MTJ with all-optical
switching
One of the prospects since the discovery of AOS was the potential application in
magnetic recording of data. In this chapter we will discuss how Tb/Co multilayers can be
used in MTJ devices designed for AOS. Helicity-independent single-shot switching of the
net magnetization in Tb/Co was achieved with either 60 fs and 5 ps laser pulses with a
switching efficiency of 3 mJ cm2. This AOS was possible for a Co-rich composition ratio
window of tCo/tTb ≈ 1.3− 1.5. This was confirmed as well in a Tb/Co based MTJ electrode
after annealing at 250 ◦C, representing the first initial steps towards the development of
spintronic photonic hybrid magnetic memory devices.
Adapted from: L. Avilés-Félix, L. Álvaro-Gómez, G. Li, C.S. Davies, et al., AIP Advances 9,
(2019).
L. Avilés-Félix, A. Olivier, G. Li, C.S. Davies, et al., Scientific Reports 10, (2020).
E. K. Sobolewska, J. Pelloux-Prayer, H. Becker, G. Li, et al., Proceedings SPIE 11461, Active




In Chap. 3 and Chap. 4 we studied the THz emission from helicity
dependent and independent photocurrents in spintronic heterostructures
excited by ultrashort laser pulses. In Chap. 5 and Chap. 6 we studied the
magnetic phase transition dynamics of FeRh in spintronic heterostructures
by using the THz emission originating from ultrafast demagnetization and
photocurrents as a probe. In this chapter we will study one of the applica-
tions of ultrafast magnetism and THz spintronics in future technologies.
Magnetic memory storage technologies have been around since the early
computer era with new innovations pushing the technology to higher bit
density, faster operation speed and lower power consumption. One such
innovation is the magnetoresistive random-access memory (MRAM) with
its high endurance [141] and high versatility of integrating novel materials
into the fundamental core of a spintronic structure called the magnetic
tunnel junction (MTJ).
A MTJ consist of three crucial parts: two conducting ferromagnetic
parts, one where the magnetic orientation can be easily switched called the
free electrode and one where the magnetic orientation is fixed called the
reference electrode. These two electrodes are separated by a dielectric layer
referred to as the tunnel barrier [60]. In such a structure, spin-dependent
electron tunneling appears where the the conductance of the junction in-
creases or decreases when the magnetization of the two magnetic electrodes
are parallel or antiparallel, respectively. The magnetic tunneling efficiency
is usually given as the difference ratio: TMR = (RAP − RP )/RP , where
RAP (P ) is the resistance measured in the MTJ in the antiparallel(parallel)
configuration.
In Chap. 1 we briefly touched on the possibility of using ultrashort
laser pulses to induce spin dynamics of the timescale of femtoseconds and
picoseconds. As a result, the study of ultrafast spin dynamics showed
that it is possible to switch the magnetic orientation by up to 180◦ at the
same timescale in a multitude of systems and ways [28, 35, 36, 142–145].
The applicability of integrating such a system in a MTJ and switching the
magnetic orientation of the free electrode using ultrashort laser pulses was
also demonstrated by Chen et al. [146].
Here we aim to further develop the technology of ultrafast AOS in MTJ
devices by integrating the AOS-MTJ devices with a photonic switching
network that can deliver picosecond optical pulses to the MTJ elements for
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AOS at a low optical loss. In this chapter will discuss the development of
Tb/Co multilayer systems with perpendicular magnetization and the first
observation of single-shot AOS of magnetization in such systems. Further-
more, these optically-switchable Tb/Co multilayer stacks will be integrated
into the MTJ device, yielding TMR values up to 38%. We will explore
the influence of the annealing temperature on the thermal stability of the
multilayers, paying particular attention to the effect on the perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy. The experimental results demonstrate the possibility
of AOS in free electrode structures consisting of Tb/Co multilayers coupled
to a CoFeB layer and annealed up to 250 ◦C. The successful coupling to the
CoFeB layer resulted also that large TMR values can still be achieved. These
results show a lot of promise for the development of a hybrid photonic-
spintronic network with AOS-MTJ devices at the heart of memory devices
which facilitates writing frequencies that could be advanced towards the
THz clock-rates at low writing energies per bit.
7.2 Sample fabrication
The sample fabrication, coercive field mapping, X-ray measurements
measurements were performed by L. Avilés-Félix at Spintec in Grenoble,
France.
The goal is to fabricate MTJ pillars with perpendicular magnetization
where the magnetization of the free electrode can be switched via optical
pulses. A multilayer structure of Tb/Co bilayers was chosen as the base
component for AOS. The reason for choosing Tb is its strong spin-orbit
coupling which results in a strong anisotropy. First, Tb and Co layers were
grown on a 5 inch thermally-oxidized single-crystal Si(100) substrate wafer
by DC magnetron sputtering, using Ar pressure of 2×10−3 mbar and a
base pressure of 10−8 mbar. The Tb and Co thicknesses were grown in a
cross-wedge structure were Tb spans 0.6 nm < t(Tb) < 1.6 nm and where
Co spans 0.7 nm < t(Co) < 1.4 nm. The multilayer structure of the cross-
wedge sample is shown in Fig. 7.1(a), it represents a half-MTJ where the
free electrode consists of a top CoFeB(1.3 nm) thin-film layer [147] that is
magnetically coupled to the Tb/Co multilayer while the bottom CoFeB(0.4
nm), which is the reference electrode, is non-magnetic. This was done to
study the AOS capabilities of the Tb/Co multilayer when coupled to the
top CoFeB layer. Moreover, the sample was annealed up to 250 ◦C in order
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to test the thermal stability of the magnetic properties.
To get an estimation of the mean atomic concentration of Tb and Co we





where tTb,Co is the layer thickness and VTb,Co is the atomic volume of either
Tb or Co. The ratio of VTb/VCo is 2.87. Using Eq. (7.1) a multilayer of
Tb(1 nm)/Co(1.3 nm) is estimated to have a relative proportion of 79%
Tb and 21% Co. The magnetic compensation ratio tTb/tCo ≈ 1.1 has an
estimated composition of 76% Tb and 24% Co, this is comparable to other
alloy compositions in the literature [149, 150].
After determining the optical properties for the free electrode, full struc-
tured MTJ devices were fabricated with a magnetic bottom CoFeB(1.1 nm)
layer as the reference electrode. A schematic illustration of the MTJ pillar
is shown in Fig. 7.4(a) where the magnetization is oriented perpendicular
to the surface plane. An image taken with a scanning electron micro-
scope of the MTJ pillar is shown below the schematic illustration. The
CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB structure forms the base of the MTJ design due to its
potential of high TMR, high thermal stability at low dimensions [151] as
well as potential improvements of the TMR after annealing [152]. Conven-
tionally, the reference electrode, the bottom CoFeB layer, is magnetically
coupled to a synthetic antiferromagnetic multilayer. However, for the
purpose of our experiment this is left out in order to easily control the
magnetic configuration of the two electrode with an external magnetic field,
the experiment will be discussed further in section 7.3.2.
7.2.1 Magnetic properties
Coercive field maps obtained by measuring hysteresis loops on a spatially-
resolved basis across the crossed-wedge samples enabled us to identify
nanolayer thickness combinations that supported the formation of uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy with an easy axis perpendicular to the film surface.
A typical mapping of the coercive field across the sample is shown in Fig.
7.1(b) featuring 5 repetitions Tb and Co defined as [Tb/Co]5. The red and
blue areas indicate regions with a relative strong and weak coercive field,
respectively. The grey region in the center of the map corresponds to the
region in which the external magnetic field was incapable of reversing
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Figure 7.1: (a) The multilayer structure of the top half of the MTJ that is for AOS,
featuring a Tb(t)/Co(t) bilayer repeated 5 times which was magnetically coupled
to the top CoFeB(1.3 nm) electrode. (b) A map of the coercive field of [Tb(t)/Co(t)]5
across the 5 inch wafer sample, the grey region going diagonal across the wafer
indicates that the coercive field exceeded the measurement range. The dashed
black line is a guide to the eye representing the magnetic compensation between Co
and Tb at t(Co)/t(Tb) ≈ 1.1. (Coercive field mapping was done by L. Avilés-Félix
at Spintec, Genoble, France)
the magnetization of the Tb/Co multilayer stack, therefore exceeding the
measurement range. As can be seen in the figure, the coercive field diverges
as the composition approaches the thickness ratio tCo/tTb ≈ 1.1. The
black dashed line corresponds to this ratio, and lies reasonably equidistant
between the two measurable regions. These considerations indicate that
the magnetic moment compensation of the Co and Tb sublattices occurs
near the central part of the gray region shown in Fig. 7.1(b). This was also
confirmed by the reversal of the magnetic hysteresis when measuring at
opposite sides of the compensation line. At a low tCo/tTb compositions
the perpendicular anisotropy starts to rotate in-plane due to the increasing
thickness of Tb.
While Tb/Co multilayers seem ideal candidates to integrate into MTJ
devices with perpendicular anisotropy, several investigations have high-
lighted the fact that the magnetic properties of Tb-Co-based systems, such as
the anisotropy coefficient or the coercive field, can be substantially affected
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by post-deposition annealing [153, 154], even at a relatively low temperature
of 150 ◦C [155]. This has significant implications for the technological
usefulness of Tb/Co multilayered stacks. The annealing process shows
similar influences on the magnetic properties of a multilayer stack of
[Tb/Co]5 as that of its alloy counterparts. This is highlighted in Fig. 7.2
where it shows that as the annealing temperature is increased, the coercive
field decreases. This change of coercivity strongly depends on the ratio
tCo/tTb as is shown in Fig. 7.2(c), and is associated with different structural
transformations that occur at the interface during the annealing [153]. X-ray
reflection measurements, in Fig. 7.2(b), show evidence of substantial loss
in the number of oscillations. Furthermore, there is a substantial change
in the amplitude of oscillation of the X-ray reflection pattern, which is
similarly attributed to an enhancement of the interfacial roughness between
the nanolayers originating from interdiffusion or even structural relaxation
modifying the strain within the sample. This degradation of the interfaces,
which clearly occurs for post-deposition annealing temperatures above 200
◦C, can be correlated with the weakening of the perpendicular anisotropy.
The effects of post-deposition annealing also has critical effects to the AOS
capabilities where above 250 ◦C we could no longer observe single-shot
AOS.
To integrate the [Tb/Co] multilayer as part of the free electrode of a
perpendicular magnetic tunnel junction, the Tb/Co multilayer is coupled
with a CoFeB layer through an ultrathin Ta layer as was explained in section
7.2. The magnetic hysteresis loops when measured at different positions of
the wafer (see Fig. 7.1) showed the typical one step square shaped magnetic
hysteresis, indicating a relatively strong coupling between the CoFeB(1.3
nm) layer and the [Tb/Co]5 multilayer, that persists after annealing. The
type of magnetic coupling (ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic) between
the Tb/Co synthetic ferrimagnet and the CoFeB ferromagnet was taken
into account during the design of the storage layer. Depending on whether
the initial layer of the Tb/Co multilayer is Tb or Co, the interlayer exchange
coupling between CoFeB and Tb/Co can be either antiferromagnetic or
ferromagnetic, respectively. Our MTJ free electrode deliberately couples the
CoFeB directly to the Tb sublattice in order to maintain an antiferromagnetic
coupling in our stack. This is because the antiferromagnetic coupling of
CoFeB to Tb showed almost no changes in the coercive field map of the
cross-wedge wafer with respect to the initial Tb/Co structure without
the CoFeB layer. The ferromagnetic coupling of CoFeB to Co showed
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dramatic changes in the coercive field at Tb-rich regions, indicating that the
ferromagnetic coupling significantly affects the anisotropy.
7.3 Experiment
7.3.1 Magneto-optical Kerr imaging
To confirm any AOS of the Tb/Co multilayer structure as well as the
free electrode structure we utilized the magneto-optical Kerr microscopy
technique. The experimental setup is discussed in Chap. 2.3, here we
will briefly discuss how the magnetization direction is imaged using the
magneto-optical Kerr effect. The magneto-optical Kerr effect describes the
influence of the magnetization on linearly polarized light reflected from
the material. The setup, described in Chap. 2.3, uses the polar magneto-
optical Kerr configuration. In this configuration the linear polarization of
the reflected light is sensitive to the magnetization perpendicular to the
sample surface. This means that when there is a net magnetization present
perpendicular to the surface plane, the polarization of the reflected light
can undergo a rotation and elliptical change and since the polar Kerr effect
is odd with respect to the magnetization, a reversal of the magnetization
vector results in a change in sign of the polar Kerr effect. A polarizer is used
to ensure a linear polarization, then in order to image the changes in the
polarization of the reflected light we apply an analyzer between the sample
and camera. A change in the reflected polarization due to the reversal of
the magnetization vector is then imaged as a transition from a light to dark
region and vice versa.
In order to give a proper estimation of the optical pulse fluence and deter-
mining the AOS efficiency we have to accurately determine the beamspot
size of the switched magnetic region [156]. Since the spatial and temporal
profile of the optical pulses can be described with a Gaussian function,
we can integrate out the temporal component leaving only the spatial






Here E is the energy of a single pulse, E0 is the peak energy of the Gaussian
profile, r is the radius of the switched area (see inset of Fig. 7.3) and w is
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Figure 7.2: (a) Resistance measured via the extraordinary Hall effect a function of
the applied magnetic field and (b) X-ray reflectometry of [Tb(1 nm)/Co(1.2 nm)]5
as-grown (non-annealed) and annealed at three temperatures. (c) The evolution
of the coercivity map of the [Tb(t)/Co(t)]5/CoFeB(1.3 nm) multilayer annealed at
various temperatures. (Measurements and analysis were performed by L. Avilés-
Félix at Spintec, Genoble, France)
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Figure 7.3: The logarithm of the femtosecond and picosecond pulse energy as a
function of the radius squared of the (a) semi-minor axis (rb) and (b) semi-major
axis (ra). The dashed lines are the respective fits of Eq. (7.2) to the data.
the beam radius of the optical pulse. Because the angle of incidence of the
optical pulse is nonzero, the beamspot shape will always be elliptical. In
order to estimate the radius along the the semi-minor and semi-major axis
a Gaussian distribution of the energy is assumed along these two axes. The
radii of the switched beamspot sizes for three different pulse energies and
two different pulse durations are shown in Fig. 7.3. By fitting the data with
Eq. (7.2) the radii of the elliptical beamspot for the 60 fs pulse are rfsa = 161
µm and rfsb = 93 µm. For the 5 ps pulse the radii are r
ps
a = 119 µm and
rpsb = 87 µm.
7.3.2 TMR readout
A complete structure of the MTJ containing the optically switchable
electrode consists of Pt(5 nm)/Ta(2 nm)/[Tb/Co]N/Ta(0.2 nm)/CoFeB(1.2
nm)/MgO/CoFeB(1.1 nm)/Ta(3 nm). As was mentioned earlier, MTJ
structures typically have a reference electrode where the CoFeB layer is
coupled to a synthetic antiferromagnet multilayer based on [Co/Pt]. Such
a reference electrode has a typical coercive field on the order of 100−300
mT, similar to those expected from the optically-switchable free electrode.
However, to clearly distinguish the reversal from these two electrodes, the
MTJ devices were fabricated without an antiferromagnet multilayer (see
Fig. 7.4) so that the reference electrode has a much lower coercive field
with respect to the free electrode. The TMR as a function of the external
magnetic field shown in Fig. 7.4(b) displays a clear magnetic hysteresis of
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Figure 7.4: (a) Schematic illustration of the MTJ pillar where the magnetization
of the top CoFeB layer is coupled to the magnetization of the Tb/Co multilayer.
An image made using a scanning electron microscope of the MTJ device is shown
below the illustration. (b) The resistance of the MTJ device as a result of the TMR
when sweeping the external magnetic field. The magnetic hysteresis comes for the
reversal in magnetization of the bottom reference electrode.
the switching of the reference electrode with respect to the free electrode. If
an optical pulse would switch the magnetization of the [Tb/Co]N/CoFeB
free electrode then the magnetic hysteresis in Fig. 7.4(b) would be inverted
confirming the AOS effect.
7.4 Results
7.4.1 All optical switching of the Tb/Co coupled electrode
Single-shot AOS of the magnetization in the free electrode CoFeB/[Tb(t)/
Co(t)]5 (annealed at 250 ◦C) was explored across the whole 5 inch wafer of
the crossed-wedge sample after annealing, using either 60 fs-long or 5 ps-
long pulses. At the region where the composition ratio is tCo/tTb ≤ 1.2 with
a minimum Co thickness of 1 nm, AOS was observed for 60 fs long as well
as 5 ps-long pulses. The optical pulse duration and fluence dependence for
[Tb(1 nm)/Co(1.3 nm)]5 is shown in Fig. 7.5. These images were processed
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by subtracting the image after the pulse by the image before the pulse. The
region of the beamspot showing a clear switching between light and dark
after each pulse is a clear evidence of the reversal of the perpendicular
magnetization vector. With the beamspot sizes calculated in section 7.3.1
the lowest fluence for triggering AOS was at 3 mJ cm−2 for the 60 fs pulses.
Moreover, at higher fluences, a region at the center of the beamspot does
not switch back after the first optical pulse. When observing the AOS effect
for 5 ps pulses, the effect at the center of the beamspot was clearly visible
at fluences above 4.9 mJ cm−2. These regions, highlighted by red dashed
lines in Fig. 7.5, are thermally demagnetized regions as a result of the
Gaussian spatial distribution of the optical pulse energy [31, 157, 158]. The
optimal AOS efficiency could be found around [Tb(1 nm)/Co(1.3 nm)]5,
shifting away from this region on the cross-wedge wafer resulted in a higher
minimum pulse energy for AOS. At Tb-rich compositions the optical pulses
induced demagnetization of the sample.
7.4.2 TMR readout of the MTJ device
To evaluate the TMR values, current-in-plane tunneling measurements
were performed, in which we electrically reversed the magnetization of the
reference electrode in our MTJ. The TMR and RA product (R×A) values
measured in fullsheet samples were 38% for [Tb(0.87 nm)/Co(1.3 nm)]15,
and 41% and 150 Ω µm2, respectively, for [Tb(0.95 nm)/Co(1.25 nm)]5 using
current-in-plane tunneling measurements. On the other hand, the electrical
evaluation of the nanopatterned MTJ pillars (see Fig. 7.4(a)) indicate the
viability of obtaining similar TMR values even after the nanofabrication
process. The distribution of TMR vs R×A values in nanopatterned MTJ
pillars of different junction diameters is shown in Fig. 7.6(a). The MTJ
stacks were fabricated with 9.4 Å-thick and 18 Å-thick MgO barriers for
N = 15, 5 repetitions of the [Tb/Co] bilayers, respectively. The black
dashed lines correspond to the distributions of TMR assuming shunt and
series resistance defects in patterned pillars. The maximum potential TMR
for optimal processing is 38% and 28% for N = 15 and 5 repetitions of
the [Tb/Co], respectively. These values of TMR obtained in our Tb/Co-
based MTJs clearly demonstrate that this multilayer system is an excellent
candidate for integration within hybrid photonic-spintronic devices. In
addition, the TMR distribution of more than hundred MTJ pillars with
various diameters is shown in Fig. 7.6(b). The MTJ stacks were fabricated
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Figure 7.5: Magneto-optical Kerr images of the single-shot optically switched
domains in Tb/Co across multiple fluences for two different pulse durations. The
image of each single-shot was subtracted by the image of the previous single-
shot. The light to dark contrast of the magnetic domain therefore indicates the
magnetization that is switched by 180 degrees.
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Figure 7.6: (a)TMR vs R×A of nano-patterned junctions for stacks with repetition
numbers N = 15, 5 of the [Tb/Co]N stacks as indicated, with 9.4 Å-thick and 18
Å-thick MgO barriers. The dispersion in the TMR and RxA as calculated from
shunt and series resistance models (dashed lines) are also shown. The wafer-level
TMR potential for optimal processing is 38% and 28%, respectively. (b) The TMR
distribution of of nano-patterned MTJ pillars with [Tb(0.95 nm)/Co(1.25 nm)]5
and a 23 Å-thick MgO barrier. (Measurments and analysis were performed by the
Spintec group [159])
with a 23 Å-thick MgO barrier and a [Tb(0.95 nm)/Co(1.25 nm)]5 multilayer.
The maximum TMR ratio of 36% was observed for a 200 nm-diameter
junction with a resistance of 6 kΩ.
7.4.3 Optical pulse effect on the MTJ device
Finally, an investigation of single-shot AOS of the complete MTJ device
was performed. For the first experiment, the magnetization of the free
electrode was configured parallel with respect to the reference electrode
before the arrival of each optical pulse (Fig. 7.7(a)). After each pulse the
magnetic hysteresis was measured as shown in Fig. 7.7(b) and then the
resistance value was extracted of the device at 30 mT (Fig. 7.7(c)).
In the second experiment, similar procedures were applied, however,
now the magnetization of the free electrode and reference electrode are
configured antiparallel with respect to each other before the arrival of each
optical pulse (Fig. 7.7(d)). The magnetic hysteresis and resistance values at
30 mT after each pulse is shown in Fig. 7.7(e) and Fig. 7.7(f), respectively.
The magnetic hysteresis at pulse 3 and 4 in Fig. 7.7(f) did not show a
reversal of the resistance value, this was due to mechanical vibrations and
drifting of the sample holder, resulting in occasional misses of the optical
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pulse onto the MTJ device target.
Since the applied magnetic field was only strong enough to reverse
the magnetization of the reference electrode, a reversal of the magnetic
hysteresis behavior can be understood as the switching of the free electrodes
magnetization. However, Fig. 7.7(b) shows that the hysteresis did not
change after the pulse excited the MTJ device in the parallel configuration
while Fig. 7.7(e) shows that the hysteresis did change after the pulse excited
the MTJ device in the antiparallel configuration.
7.5 Discussion
The coercivity map of the Tb/Co multilayer after annealing in Fig. 7.2(c)
showed that the thermal stability of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
strongly depends on the tCo/tTb ratio. However, the coercivity at Co-rich
region shows good thermal stability up to 250 ◦C. This is very important
since a Co-rich composition is crucial for AOS and was observed up to
an annealing temperature of 250 ◦C for both picosecond and femtosecond
pulse durations. At 275 ◦C the coercivity map is changed in this region and
no AOS was observed anymore. To incorporate the Tb/Co multilayer to
the free electrode structure, the Tb/Co is grown on top of a CoFeB layer
separated by a thin-film Ta layer for preventing the two layers from alloying.
The CoFeB layer was coupled antiferromagnetically with the Tb layer which
was the first magnetic layer after Ta. This configuration showed that the
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of the whole free electrode across the
tCo/tTb ratio was unchanged with respect to the perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy of Tb/Co multilayer without CoFeB, i.e. the CoFeB had the least
effect on the magnetic anisotropy of Tb/Co. The effect of AOS was observed
for this free electrode stack annealed up to 250 ◦C and with repetitions of
the Tb/Co bilayer of 5 and 15 times.
When the AOS was confirmed,the next step was to incorporate the free
electrode stack in the nanopatterned MTJ where it reached TMR values of
38% and 28% for 15 and 5 repetitions of the [Tb/Co], respectively. On the
one hand, it demonstrates the viability of integrating optically-switchable
materials in to MTJ devices and still obtain high TMR values.
But for all this to happen we must still demonstrate the single-shot AOS
of the free electrode in a MTJ device and detect changes of the magnetization
reversal in the TMR. Unfortunately, Fig. 7.7 shows that complete toggle
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Figure 7.7: (a) Scheme of the parallel pre-optical-pulse configuration. (b) The
magnetic field hysteresis of MTJ device after each optical pulse with the resistance
of the TMR as a function of the applied magnetic field. (c) The resistance at 30
mT is compared after each pulse. (d) The same experiment was performed for the
anti-parallel configuration with the respective (e) magnetic field hysteresis and (f)
resistance at 30 mT.
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switching in the TMR of the MTJ device was not detected. The fact that
the optical pulse had no effect on the magnetic hysteresis of the MTJ
device in the parallel configuration (while in the case of the antiparallel
configuration we observed a clear reversal of the magnetic hysteresis) meant
that the top magnetic layer must have experienced a stray magnetic field
that may have originated from the reference electrode. It is well known
that the magnetization under an ultrashort pulse is suppressed at a sub-
picosecond timescale [5, 160]. It is possible that during the period where
the magnetization of the free electrode is restoring it became susceptible
to a small magnetic field [8, 161, 162], that may come from the CoFeB
layer of the reference electrode. This high sensitivity during the early
transient time could prevent the free electrode from switching its magnetic
orientation from a parallel to antiparallel configuration with respect to the
reference electrode, while a clear single-shot AOS was observed without the
reference electrode. An estimate of this stray field was made by applying
an external magnetic field while optically exciting the MTJ device where
the free electrode and reference electrode are parallel configured. A field
strength varying between 4.47−7.3 mT was found across multiple devices
to switch the MTJ device from a parallel configuration to an antiparallel
configuration.
7.5.1 Outlook
As was noted earlier, the reference electrode consists of only a single
CoFeB layer. This made the reference electrode highly susceptible to
external influences such as magnetic fields. Therefore, one should con-
sider coupling this CoFeB layer to a synthetic antiferromagnetic multilayer
(Co/Pt). The addition of a synthetic antiferromagnetic stack can i) increase
the anisotropy of the CoFeB reference electrode which can lead to increased
thermal stability and ii) reduce the magnetic stray field that may be effecting
the free electrode during optical excitation [163]. Once the CoFeB of the
reference electrode is coupled to the synthetic antiferromagnet, one have
to measure the resistance of the MTJ device after each optical pulse. A
successful AOS of the free electrode is confirmed if the resistance shows a
steplike behavior in response to the optical pulse, similar to the experiment
reported by Chen et al. [146].
The next phase is to integrate the MTJ pillars in an array and coupling
it to a network of photonic waveguides and switches. With an AOS
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efficiency of 3 mJ/cm−2 measured in the free electrode structure, an energy
consumption of 75 fJ per bit of 50 nm x 50 nm was estimated [47]. This
low energy consumption per bit is orders of magnitude lower than current
storage technology such as solid state drives [164] and shows promise
in future storage technology in terms of energy efficiency and high bit
density. At the time of writing this thesis, no research was reported (as
far as I am aware of) on the influence of nanostructures such as nano-
pillars on the effect of AOS in Tb/Co multilayers . On the other hand, the
characterization of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in the MTJ pillars
show no significant changes with respect to full sheet samples. Therefore,
the switching of Tb/Co based free electrode in a nano-sized MTJ device is
very feasible in the future. Moreover, the observation of single-shot AOS
in a Tb/Co multilayer and its integration within a MTJ compatible with
post-deposition annealing, represents a significant breakthrough both in
the fields of ultrafast magnetism and spintronic device applications. It can
stimulate investigations into the physics underpinning the single-shot AOS
process. In the research for applications of single-shot AOS, these results are
an important contribution to the development of magnetic random access
memories with new functionalities and potentially ultrafast speeds.
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In the field of spintronics one studies the exploitation and control of the
spin degree of freedom of electrons in electronic structures and devices and
the interaction between the charge of an electron with the spin of an electron.
The latter is a quantum mechanical property of electrons that can be either
"up" or "down" and is associated with their magnetic moment. Using
ultrashort laser pulses, we can excite and study spin and magnetization
dynamics that are at the femtosecond (10−15 s) and picosecond (10−12 s)
timescales. This allows for the possibility to push the operation of spintronic
devices to the THz (1012 Hz) frequency regime. The development of THz
spintronic devices will benefit applications such as the efficient generation
of THz electric fields or fast and energy efficient magnetic memory storage.
For this to be successful, the integration of electronic, photonic and
spintronic components and measurement techniques is essential. This
thesis discusses some recent developments and experiments in this field
and how this has finally led to a proof of concept of an integrated photonic-
spintronic device for fast and energy efficient data storage.
We started with the development of THz probing techniques and
demonstrated their use by studying two laser-induced spintronic
phenomena in heterostructures, based on Co/Pt (short for cobalt/platinum)
bilayers, where two mechanisms emit THz electric fields. In the first
mechanism, the phase of the THz electric field can be controlled by the
magnetization direction and the helicity of the laser pulse. The THz electric
field originates from charge currents flowing at the Co/Pt interface. In the
second mechanism, the phase of the THz electric field can only be controlled
by the magnetization direction. This THz electric field originates from
charge currents in the bulk of Pt. These charge currents were converted from




These two spintronic phenomena are fundamentally different and
in chapter 3 we studied how extrinsic interface properties will affect
each mechanism. We found that the interface roughness was of crucial
importance for the efficiency of THz emission from the Co/Pt interface
while the mixing of Co-Pt at the interface and the face-centered cubic (FCC)
and hexagonal close packing (HCP) crystal structures of Co had little to no
effects. For the Pt-bulk mechanism, Co-Pt mixing significantly increased
the THz emission efficiency, while the interface roughness only decreased
the THz emission efficiency and the crystal structure of Co had no effects
on the emission efficiency.
We continued this study in chapter 4 by introducing a dielectric ZnO
(zinc oxide) or metallic Cu (copper) interlayer between the Co and Pt-
layer. A 1-nm-thick ZnO-layer almost completely suppressed the THz
emission from the interface mechanism, while the THz emission from the
Pt-bulk mechanism decreased exponentially with increasing ZnO thickness.
Because ZnO is an insulator, charge currents cannot flow at the interface,
which suppresses the interface mechanism. The exponential behavior of
the Pt-bulk mechanism shows that the spin-polarized electrons can still
propagate from Co to Pt by quantum tunneling through the thin ZnO-layer.
In comparison, electrons can flow in metallic Cu, which means that charge
and spin currents can flow at the interface and propagate through the
interface with relatively low resistance.
Until then we mainly used THz emission spectroscopy as a contactless
and ultrafast ammeter (ampere meter), but it can also be used as a
contactless and ultrafast magnetometer to study the evolution of magnetic
phase transitions. The alloy of iron and rhodium (FeRh) is such an
example that has a first order magnetic phase transition. This material
is antiferromagnetic at low temperatures (below 370 K) and becomes
ferromagnetic at high temperatures (above 370 K). We studied the THz
emission across this phase transition in chapter 5, and showed that it is
related to the emergent net magnetization. However, there exist residual
ferromagnetic nuclei at low temperatures. This makes it difficult to resolve
the proper timescale of the laser-induced phase transition in FeRh.
To resolve the timescale of the laser-induced antiferromagnetic-
ferromagnetic phase transition, we applied a technique utilizing two laser
pulses, discussed in chapter 6. The initial laser pulse triggers the phase
transition while the subsequent laser pulse was used to probe the evolution
of the net magnetization by detecting the generated THz emission. A
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latency of the order of 10 ps was observed between the initial laser pulse
that triggers the phase transition and the emergence of a net magnetization.
Afterwards, the ferromagnetic phase of FeRh was established at a timescale
of 100 ps.
Finally, in chapter 7 we demonstrated the successful development of
a Tb/Co multilayer based magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) device. The
magnetization direction of the top magnetic electrode, based on Tb/Co
(short for terbium/cobalt) multilayers, could be optically switched using
ultrashort laser pulses from parallel to antiparallel with respect to the
bottom magnetic electrode. This corresponds to the writing and erasing of
digital information in current magnetic random access memory (MRAM)
technology. The read out is done by tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR),
where the electrical current passing through the MTJ experiences a high
or low resistance when the top and bottom magnetic electrodes are anti-
parallel or parallel, respectively. The development of this new technology
merges the field of spintronics with the fields of photonics, representing the
first initial steps to a real hybrid spintronic-photonic memory device. This
successful proof of principle implies that we achieved our original goal, but




Spintronica is een nieuw vakgebied en vorm van elektronika die gebruik
maakt van de spin van een elektron. Spin is een kwantummechanische
eigenschap van elektronen die "op" of "neer" kan zijn en geassocieerd is
met het magnetische moment van een elektron. Door gebruik te maken
van ultrakorte laser pulsen kunnen we spin en magnetisatie dynamica
exciteren en bestuderen op de tijdschaal van femtoseconden (10−15 s) en
picoseconden (10−12 s). Dit maakt het mogelijk om spintronische effecten in
het THz (1012 Hz) frequentie gebied te bestuderen. Het onderzoek aan THz
spintronica is van belang voor toepassingen in verschillende technologische
gebieden, zoals het ontwikkelen van snellere en efficiëntere manieren van
data opslag. Een succesvolle ontwikkeling van THz spintronica vereist een
integratie van elektronische, fotonische en spintronische elementen. Dit
proefschrift beschrijft enkele recente ontwikkelingen en experimenten in
dit gebied en hoe dit tenslotte heeft geleidt tot een succesvolle demonstratie
van een nieuw, geintegreerde fotonisch-spintronisch apparaat voor het snel
en energie efficient opslaan van data.
We begonnen dit proefschrift met de ontwikkeling van THz meettech-
nieken en demonstreerden hun toepassing met een studie naar twee laser
geïnduceerde mechanismen in heterostructuren, bestaande uit nanometer
dunne lagen van Co (kobalt) en Pt (platinum). Beide mechanismen kunnen
THz elektrische velden uitstralen. Bij het eerste mechanisme hangt de fase
van het THz elektrisch veld af van zowel de richting van de magnetisatie als
de heliciteit van de laserpuls. Het THz elektrisch veld wordt gegenereerd
door een elektrische stroom die langs het grensvlak van Co/Pt stroomt.
Bij het tweede mechanisme hangt de fase van het THz elektrische veld
alleen af van de richting van de magnetisatie. Dit THz elektrisch veld
wordt opgewekt door een elektrische stroom die ontstaat in de bulk van
het Pt, welke zijn oorsprong vindt in een door een laserpuls opgewekte
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spinstroom in Co. Omdat Pt een sterke spin-orbitaal interactie heeft wordt
de spinstroom efficient omgezet in een elektrische ladings stroom.
Deze twee mechanismen zijn fundamenteel van elkaar verschillend en
in hoofdstuk 3 hebben we onderzocht hoe de extrinsieke eigenschappen
van het grensvlak tussen Co en Pt ieder van deze twee mechanismen kan
beïnvloeden. We vonden dat de ruwheid van het grensvlak van cruciaal
belang is voor het eerst genoemde mechanisme via het grensvlak. Aan de
andere kant had de vermenging tussen Co en Pt in het grensvlak geen enkel
effect op het opwekken van THz emissie door het eerste mechanisme terwijl
een epitaxiaal gefabriceerde kristallijne structuur van Co minimale effecten
had. In het geval van het tweede mechanisme (vanuit de Pt-bulk) had de
vermenging tussen Co en Pt een versterkend effect, terwijl de ruwheid
van het grensvlak een onderdrukkend effect had op de THz emissie. Een
epitaxiaal gegroeide kristallijne structuur van Co had geen effect op de THz
emissie via het tweede mechanisme.
In hoofdstuk 4 werden de twee mechanismen verder onderzocht.
Daarvoor werden de Co en Pt lagen gescheiden door een tussenlaag. Twee
soorten materialen werden gekozen voor deze tussenlaag; de eerste was een
diëlektrisch materiaal, ZnO (zinkoxide), de tweede een metaal, Cu (koper).
In het geval van de ZnO tussenlaag zagen we dat een 1-nm-dikke ZnO
laag al genoeg was om de THz emissie van het grensvlak mechanisme al
bijna compleet te onderdrukken. In het geval van de THz emissie vanuit de
Pt-bulk zagen we een verzwakking die exponentieel afviel met de dikte van
de tussenlaag. Dit konden we verklaren vanuit het feit dat ZnO een isolator
is, waardoor er geen elektrische lading kan stromen in het grensvlak tussen
Co en Pt. Het is nog wel mogelijk voor spin gepolariseerde elektronen om
vanuit Co naar Pt te stromen door middel van het kwantummechanische
tunneleffect. Dit verklaart dat er nog wel THz emissie was die gegenereert
werd via het bulkmechanisme in Pt. Voor de Cu tussenlaag zagen we
een verzwakking van de THz emissie van beide mechanismen, maar geen
volledige onderdrukking. Dit komt omdat Cu een metaal is, wat betekent
dat elektronen parallel en loodrecht door het grensvlak kunnen stromen
met relatief weinig weerstand.
Tot dan toe hadden we THz emissie spectroscopie gebruikt als een
contactloze en ultrasnelle ampere meter. Echter, men kan THz emissie ook
gebruiken als een contactloze en ultrasnelle magnetometer om de dynamica
van magnetische fase overgangen te onderzoeken. De legering van ijzer
en rhodium (FeRh) is een materiaal dat een eerste order magnetische
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fase overgang heeft. FeRh is antiferromagnetisch bij lage temperaturen
(beneden de 370 K) en ferromagnetisch bij hoge temperaturen (boven
370 K). In hoofstuk 5 bestudeerden we de THz emissie bij hoge en lage
temperaturen, en hieruit hebben we laten zien dat de emissie van het THz
elektrische veld gerelateerd is aan de opkomende netto magnetisatie. Echter,
ferromagnetisme is bij lage temperaturen nooit helemaal weg en er bestaan
rest ferromagnetische domeinen ver beneden de overgangstemperatuur.
Dit maakt het moeilijk om de juiste tijdschaal voor de dynamica van de
laser-geïnduceerde fase overgang te bepalen.
Om dit probleem op te lossen hebben we in hoofdstuk 6 een techniek
geintroduceerd die gebruik maakt van twee laserpulsen. De eerste
laserpuls zet de fase overgang in beweging, daarna wordt de THz emissie
geinduceerd door de tweede laserpuls gebruikt om de evolutie van de
netto magnetisatie te bestuderen. Uit de verandering van de THz emissie
door de tweede laserpuls hebben we een vertraging in de orde van 10 ps
geobserveerd tussen de eerste laserpuls en het verschijnen van een netto
magnetisatie. Pas na die vertraging komt de ferromagnetische fase in FeRh
tot stand, en dit gebeurt op een tijdschaal van 100 ps.
Uiteindelijk hebben we in hoofdstuk 7 de ontwikkeling van een "magnetic
tunnel junction" (MTJ) op basis van terbium en kobalt (Tb/Co) multilagen
besproken. De richting van de magnetisatie van de bovenste magnetische
elektrode (gebaseerd op de Tb/Co multilagen) kan met behulp van
ultrakorte laser pulsen worden geschakeld tussen parallel en antiparallel ten
opzichte van de magnetisatie van de onderste elektrode. Dit correspondeert
met het schrijven en wissen van digitale informatie in de huidige MRAM
(magnetoresistive random access memory) technologie. Het lezen van
de data gebeurt door middel van de "tunnel magnetoresistance" (TMR)
effect: wanneer een elektrische stroom door de MTJ loopt zal de weerstand
hoog zijn wanneer de magnetisaties van de bovenste en onderste elektrode
anti-parallel staan. De weerstand is laag als de magnetisaties van beide
elektroden parallel staan. De ontwikkeling van deze nieuwe technologie
integreert het onderzoeksveld van spintronica met dat van de fotonica en
elektronica en representeert de eerste initiele stappen naar een hybride
spintronische-fotonische-elektronische data opslag technologie. Ons
resultaat betekent dat we het oorspronkelijke doel van ons project hebben
bereikt, maar laat ook zien dat er nog meer werk nodig is voordat dit tot
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